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Preface
Due to the historic angle on this lec-

But for those willing to see, practical

ture, the reader will probably not miss

observations in the field offer more

the political undertone. The underlying

than enough issues and problems.

idea being that neither politicians nor

An example is the argument that con-

those involved in the construction in-

struction defects are by default also

dustry or fire brigades should, for the

fire safety issues: this we can observe

sake of underlying economical mo-

during fire anytime.

tives, turn a blind eye when it comes
to fire safety.

Construction defects usually lead to
a weakened construction. Fire further

The argument and statements in this

weakens the construction, fast. No

lecture will undoubtedly lead to dis-

matter how logical - neither the con-

cussions and even denial. That would

struction industry nor fire brigades

be fantastic, stronger still, the entire

deny it - where is the scientific proof?

lecture is an invitation to dialogue and

It is so evident, but does anyone carry

further research. Away with “this is an

out any research into this or publish a

incident” and “I don’t recognise my-

paper on it? That is exactly the point

self in this”. I will mainly quote from
my own work and on the basis of my
personal observations and experience
with actual fires. This is out of sheer
necessity, as in the field of fire safety
in the context of the building industry,
there are few classically educated academic predecessors: I cannot stand on
the shoulders of giants, as the phrase
goes.
The sources I used were mainly sources
of inspiration. An overview is given in
the appendices. For historical anecdotes and facts I consulted the Internet,
including Wikipedia.
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of the research group for Fire Safety at

But a critical lecture is what might be

Those whom I met in the construction

Saxion University of Applied Science.

expected from a new professor in this

industry usually all do their utmost,

field. Should this lead to discussions

but at the same time most of them feel

The lecture is critical. Critical in terms

and further research: I will at least have

powerless and curtailed by ‘the sys-

of the observed tendencies in the de-

achieved one of my goals.

tem’. Fire safety is a difficult job as it
is, and regulations do not exactly make

velopment of large and complex buildings, the development of fire safety

However, the critical tone is never ai-

life easier, is what I often hear. And cri-

and the development of fire fighting.

med at individuals.

tical towards fire brigades? For more
than 20 years, I lived and breathed fire
fighting. And I know by experience:

CARTOON AZ FOOTBALL STADIUM
This cartoon by Frank Muntjewerf describes the juridification
of the building industry better than anything else.

during a fire, firemen move mountains
without reserves. But more and more
often, they fight an unequal and dangerous battle, due to the way we design and construct our buildings.
On a system level, there is still so
much to improve between the designing and construction industry and the
fire brigades. The first thing we need
is a critical analysis. Hopefully, we will
learn quicker through research and
education
than through the intervention of the
usual accelerators: actual disasters
and infernos…
A new research group offers benefits,
you can still choose your direction.
Especially in this field where at least
in the Netherlands established knowledge is rare. A good reason for the

“Reports, investigations, experts: they all want to have their say on the issue of fire safety of
the new AZ football stadium in Alkmaar, the Netherlands. Should the building be fire-resistant
for an hour or half an hour? And anyway, is a stadium actually a ‘building’ or a ‘structure’?
There appears to be difference between the two, which affects the level of construction and fire
safety standards. Two aldermen have already resigned, and the mayor is heavily criticised. I
wonder if the fire brigade can keep track of it all” (text: I. Laan, Noord Hollands Dagblad 2006,
following a report by Y.E. Suurenbroek and subsequent administrative controversy).

4

formation of our research group. It is
pioneering work and it’s important.
Magnificent work I’m looking forward
to.
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1. Big buildings, big fires

Fires are designed. The cause of fire may be an incident, its development
never is.
We assume that fire is a fact of life, most

jured was extremely high, more than

mitigated. The effects increase as the

tal. Hence the departure point of the

people think it can hardly be prevented.

1000. It is cynical, but fatalities are

fire increases. In brief: the more the fire

research group is: fires are a fact of life,

You could refer to this as an incident.

‘bought off’, but who will fit the bill for

is contained, the better. And the fire

but must be contained, so that fire figh-

However, the development of a fire is al-

the social consequences, the economic

scale should also include the casualties,

ting is realistically possible and carried

ways predefined and predictable. Espe-

loss, traumas and often permanent in-

the injuries and the damage caused to

out. With effective fire control measures

cially the consequences of fires in large

juries and necessary medical and psy-

the economy, the environment and live

as an inextricable part of a building or

buildings are dangerous and have the

chological treatment? The injured might

stock. The smaller the fire, the smaller

structure. This must apply to all buil-

potential of claiming many lives. Not to

not exactly be the marketing...

the dangers, the better fire safety is.

dings, until it is decided otherwise by
government, and the Fire Services Act

forget the damage a big fire causes: to

is amended.

buildings itself, to the economy, to the

Most considerations and models do

This is also in line with the essence of

environment by smoke and water pol-

not take into account these factors. It

the Fire Services Act. Summarising, it

lution and even suffering of livestock.

is curious to see that in many cases the

stipulates that fire must be prevented,

The larger the building, the more inten-

risk of a calamity can be accepted by

contained and fought, as fast as pos-

se the fire. Here is where buildings and

In addition to the number of fatalities

one party, but that the consequences

sible, with all manpower and means

fires complement each other most. The

involved, the number of people injured

thereof - in the event of the calamity oc-

provided by the government. Such as

larger the structure, the faster a small-

and the nature of the injuries must also

curring - are shifted onto another. The

adequately performing fire brigades

scale fire turns into an uncontrolled bla-

be taken into consideration. Those ha-

question here: what is acceptable and

and pumps being used effectively, me-

ze. The difference between a fire and

ving been injured have experienced a

who is seriously willing to take respon-

aning e.g. enough water supply. Conse-

an uncontrolled blaze is the building!

fire themselves and as such appear to

sibility.

quence thereof is that buildings cannot

‘Without a building, no fire’. It is hard to

be allowed to ‘burn down in a control-

imagine a tighter relation than between
buildings and their fires.

have a completely different perception
and outlook on fire safety levels than

This has made thinking about fire an

led fire’ - if not all means have been

others.

increasingly

matter.

deployed effectively (and safely). This

black-and-white

It appears that the subtle distinctions

is particularly important in situations

A fire basket in the garden may be a

It is often (only) the number of fatalities

in different aspects of fire safety have

where it is uncertain whether everyone

pleasant experience, but that same bas-

that is remembered. An example is the

slowly disappeared. However, the de-

can or could escape from the danger

ket in the living room soon becomes

recent fireworks disaster in Enschede,

trimental effects of fire are on a sliding

zone ‘without help’.

less desirable. If placed in the attic of an

the Netherlands: 23 fatalities. But what

scale. It is not about accepting a mini-

about the wounded and their suffering?

mum number of fatalities or the total

Fire is a building ‘quality’, as disease is

or in the basement near the stage requi-

And what about the economic loss that

loss of a building - or not. The size of

a human ‘quality’. You are almost cer-

sites of the new city theatre - or in the

has been caused? Due to the nature of

the developing fire is the culprit and

tain to become ill, but that does not

laboratories underneath a hospital built

this disaster, the number of people in-

thát can and should be influenced, be

necessarily mean that it has to be fa-

in the seventies - it is all hands on deck

6

old historic building in the city centre -
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at the fire brigade. Add a fierce wind

and expertise in relation to fire safe-

and it is highly questionable whether

ty, across the full width of the safety

escalation and total loss can be preven-

chain. One of the main objectives of

ted. Even today, in all our cities.

the Research Group is to change this,

Das Eimbecksche Haus in Hamburg mit dem ehemaligen Ratskeller während des Grossen Brandes in der Nacht
vom 6ten zum 7ten Mai 1842. Gemalt von Peter Suhr.

starting in higher education in engiBuildings are under threat from fires.

neering and technology at bachelor

Fact is: the most common cause of

and master level. That is where the

‘death’ for buildings is fire. And once

clients, designers, architects, city plan-

ablaze, they become a threat themsel-

ners, civil, installation and mechanical

ves: the most common cause of death

engineers, property and facility mana-

of firemen is due to the building (...)

gers of the future are trained. But also

Hence it is inconceivable that the buil-

support by market parties is important.

ding industry -designing and construc-

Happy enough there is a category of

tion - still do not regard fire safety as

businesses that recognise that some-

an inextricable and integral part of the

thing needs to be done. Rising above

work. And it is just as peculiar that the

their individual business interests, they

fire services in the Netherlands do not

sponsor the Research Group Fire Safety

consider buildings themselves - the

in the Construction Industry, without

way they’re built and their behaviour

too much reservation or preconditions.

during fire. It is not seen as core busi-

They do share one interest: if fire safety

ness. Do they hope the building codes

in the construction industry in the Ne-

(NIFV), Rockwool, Saint Gobain/Vetro-

storm and the faces it shows, even

suffice? You are inclined to say, there

therlands would be higher on the agen-

tech, Dutch Association of Insurers and

though it might not be a daily pheno-

are few doctors who are not interested

da, each citizen in the country would

the Dutch Association of Fire Safety Ad-

menon. Those hazards can be predicted

in diseases...

benefit. In addition to the Ministry of the

visors (VVBA).

and prepared for. Not so with fire safety
in the building industry. In the event of

Interior and Kingdom Relations and the
Immediate cause for the initiative of

Ministry of Housing, Spatial Planning

This may come as a surprise to you,

a fire, though the time occurrence may

the Research Group Fire Safety in the

and the Environment, the Government

but fire safety is nowhere a part of the

be unknown, the consequences certain-

construction industry was the fire in

Buildings Agency (RGD) and the quar-

curriculum of technical education in the

ly can and should be.

the detention centre near Schiphol Air-

termaster Building Research Founda-

Netherlands. During his or her study,

port. The Ministry of the Interior and

tion (SBR), a number of companies and

an average bachelor or master student

The necessary knowledge on fire de-

Kingdom Relations and the Ministry of

alliances sponsor the Research Group

receives between 0 and 4 hours of lec-

velopment and interaction with the

Housing, Spatial Planning and Environ-

Fire Safety in the Construction Industry

tures on fire safety. This is curious, as

building must become part of the

ment concluded (with the action pro-

first. These pioneers in the industry are

comparing to civil engineering desig-

knowledge domain of construction and

gram Fire Safety of December 2007)

the AFG Group, Netherlands Organisa-

ners of storm surge barriers, shipbuil-

construction-related students. However,

that, within the construction industry,

tion for Fire Safety (NOVB/SPEC), the

ders or (aero) nautical staff, they do

construction experts working in prac-

there is a severe lack of awareness

Netherlands Institute for Physical Safety

want to know about their benchmark

tice must be given further training on
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fire knowledge. And, on the other end,

plied in the event of doubts during the

fire professionals must have sufficient

design process. However, more often

knowledge of buildings; otherwise you

than not the building and fire regula-

will have a problem. In brief, fire profes-

tions are optimised to the letter and

sionals cannot do without knowledge of

not to the intent, as if it were a maxi-

buildings and building ex perts cannot

mum level: a strange way of ‘raising

do without knowledge of fire.

standards’. It are the large buildings in

Fire in the computer centre at the University of Twente 2002

particular, far outside the scope of norIn order to provide proper education,

mal building and fire regulations, that

you need to have the knowledge first.

need serious consideration. Here design

Know ledge research elsewhere, e.g.

and engineering must be customised

in Great Britain, Scandinavia or at NFPA

and here the escalation of fire is critical.

in the United States is necessary. Off

It is not the construction in lawyers, but

course research closer at home, e.g. into

the architects and engineers that need

fire cases and actual fires can produce

to start making a change!

valuable information, but a theoretical
framework is needed in all cases. This

Talking of escalating fires, the Dutch

is not available in the Netherlands yet.

Fireworks Disaster in 2000 was hor-

Not only does the research group Fire

rible and the fires in the Computer

Safety in the Construction Industry wish

Centre at the University of Twente in

to collate the required knowledge, it

2002 and the fire at Vredestein along

also wants to develop knowledge itself,

the Twentekanaal in 2003 are still fresh

Enschede city fire of 1517

so that this can be accessed by the con-

in the memory of many, yet the real

On 14 March 1517, the Dutch town of Enschede was practically completely dest-

struction practice.

last city fire in the Netherlands was in

royed by a large scale city fire. The town was mainly comprised of timbre-frame

1862, right here in the Dutch town of

constructions. Only both city gates and the church were brick structures. They

The new research group Fire Safety in

Enschede. This was preceded by two

survived. Even the city tower bells were lost. After the fire, the town was re-erec-

the Construction Industry emphasises

other large-scale city fires. Enschede is

ted in the traditional manner, thus re-instating the risk of fire. It was only after

on fire safety in large and complex buil-

indeed a memorable place for this re-

the fire of 1862 that the construction of wooden houses was banned, building

dings. That is not a random choice: this

search group.

brick houses instead.

is where the fire safety issue is most
acute. Ordinary building codes and fire
regulations no longer apply in complex

Enschede city fire of 1750

buildings, leading to a lack of clarity

On 20 May 1750, part of Enschede was destroyed by fire. A total of 72 houses

and creating uncertainty. Besides, nor-

were lost. The fire started in a house near Eschpoort. Like in 1517, the city

mal building regulations are intended

mainly contained timbre-frame constructions, allowing the fire to spread quickly.

for standard buildings and must be ap-

10
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2. The benchmark
Enschede city fire of 1862
On 7 May 1862, a fire started in a residential home at the Kalanderstraat. It was a

Within the framework of this plea for

managed entirely fire safe. In addition,

wooden house, it had not rained for weeks, there were strong easterly winds and

fire safety in the construction industry,

knowledge on fire brigade procedures

the town was still full of decorations in honour of the visit by King Willem III only a

it is useful to understand a number of

must be present, so that provisions in

few days before. The fire spread at lightning speed. Attempts to extinguish the fire

basic concepts. The concept of safety

and around the building can be made to

proved to be futile. The consequences of the fire were catastrophic: the entire city

itself is discussed, as is the notion that

enable the fire brigade to be effective in

centre within the canals was destroyed. The Town Hall, the hospital, the Protestant

fires in a confined spaces are by defi-

their efforts. The difference knowledge

and Catholic churches and the factories were all lost. A total of 650 families were

nition more dangerous than those out

about fire development can make, is

left homeless. After the fire, people were quick to start the reconstruction work.

in the open.

the difference of a small fire that can be

Near the factories outside the canals, that were spared, entire districts of small

extinguished or one that develops into

working-class houses were erected. This soon led to the formation of infamous

THE SAFETY CHAIN

slums such as Sebastopol and De Krim. The main streets in the city centre now,

The safety chain consists of a number

however, offered the space for the construction of stately residences...

of separate activities that each on their

SCENARIOS

own and in relation to another can gu-

Thinking in scenarios is an important

arantee a fire safe building. A thorough

instrument in order to recognise fire

knowledge of the safety chain ensures

hazards and the consequences for the

that the different cornerstones of fire

building, its users and the environment.

safety can be integrated throughout

It leads to the necessary measures.

the lifecycle of structures. The safety

Scenarios enable you to assess the

chain consists of the following links:

measures and make choices. Without

Enschede after the fire of 7 May 1862

an uncontrollable blaze.

Anticipation (of fire ...) - Prevention - Containing/mitigating - Preparation - Response / Fire fighting - Restoring

This important concept is worked out

scenarios, those responsible are unable

and visualised separately in the appen-

to prepare a risk analysis.

dix 1. The safety chain.
LIFE CYCLE APPROACH
Enschede fireworks disaster, 13 May 2000
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FIRE AND THE DEVELOPMENT

The life cycle approach teaches that

OF FIRE

fire safety does not stop at the drawing

Paramount is knowledge of fire and the

table during the design phase, it must

development of fire. This is the content

also be possible to realise it. Further-

basis for the fire engineer and structural

more, the structure must continue to

fire expert. His knowledge base of the

be fire safe throughout its life span.

various risks of fire must be such, that

Throughout the life cycle of the buil-

buildings can be designed, built and

ding, higher all-in construction costs or

13

start-up costs could be recouped thanks

Fire safety is linked to various types of

ons. Confined spaces also require more

to reduced fire damage, for example.

danger, including the risk of collapse,

technical systems with more complex

This becomes increasingly when mo-

the risk of heat development, the risk

behaviour in the event of a fire. The ra-

ving to more flexible construction me-

of smoke poisoning or the risk of los-

pid rise in temperature, in combination

thods that take into account changes in

ing orientation. Any particular danger

with the materials used in structures

the designated use throughout the life

requires a different solution than ano-

and the inventory, sooner create the

cycle: including sustainable and envi-

ther. In order to prevent the risk of col-

explosive combustion of smoke as we

ronment friendly ways of construction.

lapse, you engage a structural engineer

see in flashovers and back-drafts. This

and design a different bearing struc-

compromises the escaping and evacua-

CONSTRUCTION PROCESS

ture. In order to counteract the risk of

tion of persons as well as complicates

APPROACH

heat development, jets of water or an

the work of the fire brigade.

The subject area of construction pro-

insulating suit might be solutions, and

cesses teaches us what the different

to prevent the risk of smoke poisoning

interests of the parties involved in

you need respiratory protection or a

the construction are. As fire safety is

windward position of the fire. Loss of

not listed equally high on everyone’s

orientation can be prevented by means

agenda, there is a difference between

of easily recognizable escape routes

‘knowing’ and ‘wanting to know’ when

and a clear layout of a building. Diffe-

it comes to money...

rent problems require different solutions by different disciplines. The more

SAFETY

precisely the dangers are stated, the

The concept and definition of safety is

more accurately a (customised) or de-

very much subject to misunderstan-

sign solution can be offered.

ding. A lack of understanding about fire
safety is inherent to the phrase itself.

CONFINEMENT

Safety has become an empty word. It

Dangers are embedded in confinement.

is commonly used, but always requires

This notion can support the design pro-

further specification per case. Always

cess: fire hazards are literally embed-

the context of the word has to clarify

ded in the confinement of spaces. The

what type of safety is at stake. Safety

materials used are of course an impor-

cannot be directly formulated or de-

tant factor, yet the ‘volume of the buil-

fined, the concept is always formulated

ding’ around a fire is a straightforward

in a reversed or ‘negative’ sense, e.g.:

criterion in terms of fire hazard. The

‘safety is the absence of dangers’. It is

behaviour and development of a fire in

therefore much clearer to speak of the

confined spaces is harder to predict, as

opposite of safety: dangers!

is the behaviour of building constructi-

14
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3. History of fire safety

In cities where the houses were made

To give an idea, a total of fourteen con-

of wood with thatched roofs, risk of

vents alone were destroyed.

fire was high. The stove also served
In order to outline solutions for the gap

Most people sort of have a general idea

as hearth, the open fireplace being

After the umpteenth disaster, many

in knowledge in fire safety, I first want

of the history of fire. Dutch citizens are

the only place where residents could

town administrations (in Amsterdam in

to explain the history of construction

certain to remember the song ‘Fire in

warm themselves. Candles and oil

1653) decided that from now on, houses

on the one hand, and fire safety on the

Mokum’. In older days important mat-

lamps were used as light sources. All

had to be covered by brick on the sides.

other. Coming from the past, we will

ters were often passed on through rhy-

things combined created a major fire

Thatched roofs were banned, only stony

analyse current practices and signal

me. With the lyrics often containing a

hazard. And the consequences would

materials, such as slate or roof tiles were

certain trends.

hidden message. In the event of fire it

be disastrous. Once alight, there was

allowed. Timbre frame constructions

is ... water! There is good reason why

no stopping to it. The wooden houses

were replaced by stone houses and the

It is true that the city of Enschede has

Jan van der Heijden and his first fire en-

were built close to each other, so the

distance between the buildings too be-

the dubious honour of falling victim

gine became a hit.

neighbours usually fell victim too. And

come a point of consideration.

in the event of a strong wind, the odds

to the last city fire in the Netherlands,
but many preceded this one. When you

Do you remember ‘London’s burning’

were that a large part of the city would

It was the fire of the Amsterdam Town

Google the subject of city fires, it soon

and ‘Fire in Mokum’?

burn down.

Hall in 1652 that inspired Jan van der
Heyden to import fire engines from

returns a list of more than 100 described city fires between the first turn of

London’s burning London’s burning

Fire fighting was hardly possible, parti-

Germany in 1654, convert these heavy

the millennium and the year 1800. See

Fetch the engines, fetch the engines

cularly so with the limited means of the

and cumbersome devices and integra-

Fire Fire! Fire Fire!

time. As was the case in Amsterdam, in

te them in a more rapidly deployable

Pour on water pour on water

1421, when a large city fire broke out.

pump system, with suction and pressu-

And another in 1652, when the fire re-

re pipelines and all, so that smaller fires

duced two-thirds of the city to ashes.

within buildings could be extinguished,

the appendix just for an overview.
When reading the descriptions on these
city fires, something stands out. The En-

‘Fire in Mokum’ is a children’s song sung

schede city fire of 1862, for example,

in canon. By the looks of it, Amsterdam

escalated mainly due to a strong easterly

has plenty of water and the final phrase

wind. Whoever lights a fire, knows that

is meant as a joke (?).

TIMBRE-FRAME CONSTRUCTIONS
IN THE MIDDLE AGES
Drawing of Nieuwezijds Voorburgwal in Amsterdam
(1608-1625) by Claes Janszoon Visscher.

blowing into the fire has a positive effect
on the development thereof. A proper

Fire in Mokum, Fire in Mokum,

airflow (oxygen) accelerates the fire! This

Look yonder! Look yonder!

is still a seriously underestimated factor

Fire Fire! Fire Fire!

when trying to control a fire. Arsonists,

And we have no water.

The major fire in London of September 4th 1666.
The old version of St. Pauls Cathedral is set in a
background of flames, with the Tower of London on
the right and London Bridge on the left. Unknown
painter after Jan Griffier the Elder (1645 1718),
approx. 1675.

on the other hand, have never forgotten
this. Burglars too take their chances in

In 800 years, it had become clear that

strong winds, covered by the noises of

in order to fight fire, water was essen-

the wind, and attempting to erase any tra-

tial. Sure enough, Fire in Mokum - and

ces through arson after the work is done.

we have no water...

16
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currently known as the ‘interior attack’.

Haarlem, Groningen and Berlin were

hang up the clocks again, install new

less people. There is hardly ever mention

He also tackled street lighting; main ar-

quick to copy the concept of street ligh-

floors and the whole thing would per-

of fatalities. Apparently the fire is par-

gument being that proper lighting was

ting. Suddenly the nightly streets were

form perfectly fine until the next dispu-

ticularly and only impressive if it affects

needed for effective fire fighting.

much less dangerous, giving instant

te, or until lightning would hit, whether

the masses. And even then, the city fire

birth to the concept of what we would

or not directed by higher powers.

of Enschede replaced the slums of that

“In order to light the city during dark

time for stately residences. A historical

call ‘nightlife’.

nights, to prevent many people from ha-

So the boy scouts among us know bet-

investigation into the cause of that fire

ving accidents, falling into the water un-

The fact that sufficient extinguishing

ter. Wooden houses do of course re-

would not have gone amiss. The current

der darkness and drowning ... to discover

water has remained a cumbersome and

present a higher risk of fire than stone

preoccupation with the causes of fire in-

and prevent burglaries and also to have

is demonstrated by recent research

houses and it is also logical that a big

stead of the consequences thereof may

light at hand in the event of a fire”.

acute subject even in the Netherlands

beam does not want to burn that easy.

well find its roots in that era. To this day,

(Quote: Jan van der Heyden, 1679)

conducted by your speaker. The gene-

The essence here is the spatial distribu-

slums and forest on potential building

ral supply of fire extinguishing water in

tion of the material. You start a fire by

grounds are still subject to arson.

the Netherlands is extremely poor. The

building a pyramid of smaller pieces of

fire hydrants connected to the mains

wood and once that has caught on, big-

drinking water system are on a par with

ger blocks can be added to it. Not only

a dummy teat.

is the amount of fuel important, but

The SAHARA study on shortages in water supply for
fire fighting in the Netherlands. This is a fire safety
ánd infrastructural (=construction) issue.
Drawn by: Kamagurka
I’ll come back when it’s raining!

also the type and distribution thereof!
By replacing wooden houses with stone ones, wood as a building material

And the boy scout? He simply lights that

fell into discredit. Although that is not

pyramid with a match. And that com-

entirely justified. As the timbre frame

pletes the fire triangle: a fire needs oxy-

constructions were finished with wood

gen, fuel and heat.

interlacements and loam burned easily,
the big beams often survived the fire.

In the Middle Ages, the wooden houses

Not many people know that a big wood-

offered a well-distributed source of fuel,

en beam is eaten into by the fire by ap-

with the soup kettle as ideal heat source

proximately 2 cm in the first half hour,

and the wind providing the necessary

but that the core of the beam is protec-

oxygen supply. The difference between

ted by the layer of coal being formed?

a fire lit by the Boy Scout and the city
fire: an uncontrolled fire at an undesir-

Most bell cages have already survived

able location and (always!) at an un-

their fair share of fires. If a religious

wanted time.

uproar was the cause to set the church
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alight, the subsequent user would chip

Another striking thing is that the history

off the layer of coal from the beams,

records of city fires report many home-
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Anyway, cities across Europe gradu-

disaster, and bricks were expensive. But

this discipline was to grow into a uni-

tinguishing techniques involving water

ally turned into stone civilisations. That

eventually wooden facades and timbre-

formed service, the fire brigade.

under high pressure.

process took a few centuries, as the

frame constructions slowly disappeared

urgency did not occur until just after a

from the townscape.

Up until the nineteen sixties, the situ-

The robustness of construction and

ation was stable thanks to experience

fireproof walls were put to the test less

gained. Halfway through the sixties,

often, as were indeed large-scale low

after the urban changes at the end of

pressure water transport systems and

the 19th century (including the arrival

even urban water supply facilities.

Hamburg, der Große Brand von 1842.
Gemalt von Peter Suhr 1842

of stone developments), cities started
to show general changes again, at

Condition for the fire brigade concept

building level this time.

of an ‘interior attack’ is a fast response
time, a relatively straightforward buil-

Previous construction methods and the

ding layout and a predictable fire load.

use of material in the buildings used

Those conditions were met most of the

to be traditional: people were stack-

time. However, if arriving too late, the

ing and laying bricks and concrete was

fire would have escalated with ‘the de-

poured onsite there and then. All this

vil to pay’. In that instance, no other

was stone material. The behaviour and

option remains than an exterior attack,

the fire load of buildings and inventory

requiring at least 10 times as much wa-

were fairly known and predictable for

ter: much more than fire hydrants can

the fire brigade. By expanding its own

supply. Sometimes, readily available

organisation, a close-knit network of

open within meters offered the solu-

volunteers and every now and then a

tion, but in all other cases...

new and better pump, the fire brigade
managed to keep up with growth rea-

Traffic congestion and traffic impeding

sonably well.

measures had not arrived yet. On the
whole, every village had a station with

The introduction of compressed air (in-

sufficient volunteers within a radius of

dependent respiratory protection for

10 kilometres: response times by the

fight fires and pay them for services

firemen) in the early nineteen eighties

fire brigade were therefore low and the

rendered. At the start of a fire, it was

enabled firemen to access buildings

staff capacity high. The major cities

of course mostly young men, but it of-

faster and deeper, in order to fight the

had the disposal of professional briga-

be put in charge. The town administra-

ten was all hands on deck and senior

seats of fires at the source. The num-

des. The development of fires and the

tion would give him a fire staff and con-

citizens, women and children were also

ber of conflagrations fell. No less than

escalating fires were not investigated

siderable powers, that is, in the event

allowed to bring buckets of water or re-

90% of fires were overcome with an

(and that is until this day).

of a fire. He could summon people to

move inventory from buildings. Later on

interior attack in combination with ex-

History of fire fighting
Whichever man had most vigour would
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This is actually not odd, as this lack of

ting have grown apart. Two separate

codes for cooking places. The better

A significant historic detail: in China,

investigation comes with a logical ex-

systems were formed, a ‘construction

and thicker the fireproof walls and the

the person with whom the fire started

planation. Both repression and preven-

system’ and an ‘alarm system’. Each

stricter supervision, the more city fires

was given additional punishment, de-

tion come under the responsibility of

learned from fires from their own per-

could be prevented and limited. Indivi-

pending on the degree to which the fire

the same fire chief. If a fire escalates,

spective, whereas each fire or disaster

dual homes would of course burn out

had spread. This does not appear to be

the conclusion cannot be anything else

reinforced individual perspectives. The

as usual. The fire brigade became more

without logic: in the Netherlands too

than that either the fire prevention

organisations more and more develo-

and more streamlined in its organi

we can see that, to this day, most vic-

measures in the building failed, or the

ped separately from each other. Alt-

sation and water points, pumps, fire-

tims are claimed in residential homes,

fire fighting itself fell short of the mark.

hough they were analysing the same

breaks and fire passages to prevent fire

typically a place where personal res-

So that fire chief finds himself in a lose-

fires, they had their own references and

from spreading were introduced in

ponsibility and good housekeeping

lose situation. Who want an investiga-

benchmarks, drew their own conclusi-

order to gain rapid access to the fire.

play an important role. Calculation of

tion and a nail in his coffin? The more

ons and so learned different things.

reason to have fire investigations con-

Both experience and knowledge do-

A major problem was/is that in the

the cause, the ultimate effects are

ducted by independent parties.

mains grew apart.

Netherlands the construction industry

taken into consideration, and even the

is looking at the fire brigade for fire

administrators got there ‘feedback’

The fire brigade professionalized. The

A

principle

safety and the fire brigade is looking at

(i.e. got punished) to their specific

former heads of public works, civil en-

teaches us that where specialities are

the construction industry for the buil-

responsibility...:

gineers and often also part-time fire of-

formed, coordination is required. But

dings, leaving fire safety in buildings in

ficers gave up their fire fighting tasks

who is in control, retains an overview

no man’s land...

to be fulfilled by professional managers

and connects both areas? Through the

instead. These officers started fighting

centuries, a more or less stable situa-

the fire armed with a business adminis-

tion was formed based on experience.

“...That in China, in the beginning of the 20th century, with respect to fire the fol-

tration approach. The fires themselves

That does not mean that there were no

lowing regulations and laws were introduced:

however, were not much interested in

major fires, there certainly were. Yet

‘If by chance one’s house catches fire, one will receive 40 lashes because of care-

planning programmes and processes.

the number of large buildings was still

lessness.

They continued to do what fires like

low. Besides, the behaviour of fire was

If fire spreads and destroys the property of the imperial family, one is condemned

best: escalating. They especially saw

relatively predictable. After all, the buil-

to death.

their way clear in large and complex

dings were constructed traditionally.

If one sets fire to his own home: 100 lashes; In the house of another: death penalty.

well-known

industrial

buildings...

Construction and fire
fighting growing apart

After every fire, the municipal authorities will be held accountable.
Urban developers learned that fire

If 10 houses are destroyed, then he will be withheld nine months salary; If 30 houses

spread could be limited by zoning and

are destructed: one year’s salary will be withheld, and in the case of a even more

firebreaks to prevent fire from sprea-

serious fire, the highest municipal authority will simply be downgraded’

ding. Residents and builders were

- Tough measures for sure, but... not unnecessary!”

Throughout the centuries, the worlds

obliged to build their homes of stone,

of construction industry and fire figh-

with
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probability is not used: regardless of

additional

requirements

and

According to W.A. Bikkers in ‘Arson’ (‘Brandstichting’), Rotterdam (1905).
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Change in infrastructure

The industrial revolution in the 19th

wooden structures. At the time, Berlin

do not need any blockbusters here to
ensure the fire spread.

century provided the possibility for,

already benefitted from thick fire and

Cities started to change in the course of

and demanded high volumes of fast

load-bearing walls that could with-

the previous century. The changes initi-

transport. Train and underground me-

stand the force of the pressure bombs.

ally took place at urban and infrastruc-

tro systems replaced transport across

It had been strictly prohibited to build

tural level.

water; canals were not needed for

structures the height of which excee-

transport any longer and many were

ded that of the neighbour and the load-

In 1985, in the Netherlands Civil Defen-

Canals originally served for waste wa-

filled in. Yet the canals also served as

bearing/fireproof walls had to (and still

ce tasks were taken over by the fire bri-

ter discharge, but also the canals were

natural passages to prevent fire from

do) be built to a height past and above

gades. Thanks to the Cold War having

used as extinguishing water supply.

spreading. Wherever filled-in canals

the roof. This prevented unbridled fire

come to an end and the reduced threat

And for those who could not afford

were no longer needed for transport

spread and agglomeration of various

from the East, Civil Defence could be

beer, they served as a source of drin-

purposes, the space was developed.

seats of fire into a large fire storm.

discontinued and the fire brigade was

king water. And they were needed for

Land is expensive and the memories of

transport too, which in those days was

city fires faint. The stone development

Berlin had wide lanes and avenues.

disaster response. This instigated the

mostly across water. In order to coun-

of the city had now been completed

This, as well as canals in other cities,

military signature of the fire brigade. In

teract the smell, the canals were later

and the disasters of days long gone

helped to limit the spread of fire. Zo-

the event of responding to a disaster,

vaulted over, filled in or replaced by un-

had slipped from memory...

ning and free spaces added further ad-

the fire brigade had to cooperate seam-

vantage in that the mob could be kept

lessly with military organisations such

outside shooting range of the palace

as KMC (for military water transport).

or government buildings (...). Later on,

Subsequently KMC could be termina-

derground sewerage systems.

Second World War
In the early 20th century, with a view

Disaster response and
basic fire fighting service

assumed best qualified to take over

to preventing illness and public health,

During the Second World War, the Ger-

the space proved to be useful in dea-

ted, as the fire brigade also performed

work included the installation of se-

mans found that a certain robustness

ling with the increase in road transport.

well on the water supply. So was the

parate (drinking) water pipes. Fire hy-

(and strong enforcement) offered ad-

drants were installed and connected

vantages. At the time, the English re-

Fireproof walls between separate buil-

they were thinking of water used for

to this system of water mains as the

leased heavy pressure bombs above

dings built in the proper old-fashioned

drinking or fire-fighting purposes...

prime water source in the event of a

Berlin, Hamburg, Dresden and Cologne.

way are replaced by fire compartments

fire. Or at least, it seemed handy at

These so-called Blockbusters (‘Cookies’

in the current large buildings. However,

After centuries of city fires, it came to

the time. A typical example of an all

or ‘Luft-minen’) detonate at altitude

a fire compartment is not the same as

a sort of equilibrium. The city fires and

too Dutch ‘economical’ approach. Alas

with the intention to blow off roofs

a fireproof wall. The opposite is true.

fire storms in Germany after the bom-

with bad results. In the United States,

and knock down fire walls. Followed by

During the Second World War, Berlin

bardments in the Second World War

for example, they have separate sys-

fire bombs, the consequences were in

houses were hardly interconnected.

served as a stepping stone in the disas-

tems for drinking water and fire extin-

belief. The question is here whether

some cases disastrous fire storms, e.g.

The current compartments within the

ter response approach in the Nether-

guishing water. Separately designed to

for Hamburg. Yet Berlin was spared this

large buildings are full of ducts, pipes

lands later on. During the Fireworks

different ends, and thus functioning

all-out rage of fire. Hamburg, on the

and shafts. Every one of these is sus-

Disaster in Enschede (2000), the fire

both, unlike in the Netherlands.

other hand, still featured an old town

picious with regard to fire spread. You

brigade found a final stimulus to pre-

centre with small alleyways and lots of
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fighting fires successfully.

pare a large-scale and highly hierarchic

fighting disaster organisation as des-

vice has the disposal of a strict number

organisation for the disaster response,

cribed has not been demonstrated, or

of fire engines and has therefore pre-

in accordance with the military organi-

at least so in the case of the Fireworks

defined and limited means of fighting

The fire brigades, thanks to highly

sation structure, including fireman as

Disaster in Enschede.

fires. In theory, the disaster response

committed

organisation has many more units, but

vice, have gathered a lot of sympathy

soldiers, companies and platoons. In

individuals

in

the

ser-

terms of personnel, in a short period of

It needs to be noted here that the Ger-

their response time is around two hours,

among the population. Thanks to the

time the fire brigades were prepared to

man fire brigade did much more than

whereas a building is able to withstand

large number of volunteer fire fighters,

respond to disasters, drawn up in bat-

just

hierarchically.

a fire for no more than 60 or 120 mi-

the fire brigade has always been well

tle array.

They were unscrupulous in creating

nutes. Thus the disaster response is not

embedded in society. Both the public

passages to prevent the fire from

intended for that. The balance between

and public and private organisations

This city fire implicitly assumed a large-

spreading, which involved whole series

basic fire fighting services, the fire bri-

have implicit faith in the abilities of the

scale fire response as attempted by

of blocks of housing being blown up.

gade for large and complex buildings

fire brigade. General expectations are

the German fire brigade in the Second

To date, this construction knowledge

and the disaster response organisation

that the fire brigade can take effective

World War with regard to their city fires.

and skill linked to fire fighting has not

is missing. Many at the top of the fire

action under all circumstances. Unfor-

They too awaited the disaster from far

been adopted in the Dutch fire fighting

brigade currently engaged in disaster

tunately, recent developments have

outside the city for fear of being bom-

practice. This could be compensated

response could and should perhaps

demonstrated that this is no longer a

bed to smithereens. Dutch disaster

for with the argument of additional wa-

also focus on fires in large buildings...

matter-of-course in the event of large

response is therefore organised in ac-

ter supplies... (This, of course, is actu-

cordance with the German example of

ally not done).

organising

itself

and complex buildings.
The objective of disaster response is
fighting fires in entire districts or quar-

World War Two. But as nowadays (in
peace time) the risk of being bombed

The construction industry meanwhile

ters, or fighting industrial disasters or

while rushing to the fire is minimal.

learned that large storage spaces and

transport disasters. The disaster res-

So, what was good sense for the Ger-

plants, or a fireworks storage facilities,

ponse organisation is too slow for in-

man fire brigades in their cities in WOII

should not be built too close together

dividual buildings, nor is this its task.

is likely to be contra productive, even

and not too close to the city. This last

Fighting fires in buildings is the task of

follyness in the Netherlands in 2000.

lesson is an effective one and in accor-

the basic fire fighting service. This must

dance with lessons learned in the Mid-

therefore also be departure point when

dle Ages.

designing a fire safe building. Fire safe-

Observations at the very time of the

ty in buildings must be such that the

Fireworks Disaster actually showed
that it was the freely incoming fire engi-

The modern fire brigade now consists

fire brigade can fight the fire sufficient-

nes from the surrounding villages that

of two types of fire fighting services:

ly fast and effectively, in accordance

were effective in extinguishing the iso-

the basic fire fighting service and disas-

with fire fighting service standards.

lated pockets of burning houses. This

ter response.

However, large buildings produce large
fires, requiring high volumes of extin-

certainly did not concern an all-out fire
that was gaining momentum, let alone

In accordance with fire fighting service

guishing water. Sufficient water that is

leading to a firestorm. The use of a fire

standards, the basic fire fighting ser-

available sufficiently fast is essential to
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4. The issue
in Dutch society, comparable to indivi-

sure, sport and transport meet within a

dual road casualties. As far as the fire

spatial blend.

From different categories of develo-

less) controlled. The standard building

brigade is concerned it is ‘business as

ped environments, I move on to ty-

regulations and applied fire fighting

usual’.

pes of buildings in which fire safety is

concepts are mostly geared to these

different than in ‘normal’ houses and

types of buildings. Experiences from

Today’s relatively low number of vic-

transport

buildings. The focus will be on large

the past are well reflected therein. Buil-

tims (although each is one too many) is

through the corridors are analysed in

building objects. A number of specific

dings are mostly separated from each

the result of current regulations appli-

with statistic methods and are decisive

subjects will be dealt with such as fire

other or divided by rigid walls if only

cable in buildings and the modern way

for determining the distance to other

load, layout, control & supervision and

for structural strength and sound insu-

of fighting fire. It very much remains

uses such as living and working. The

the risk approach. I will conclude with

lation. The main potential causes of fire

to be seen whether this figure can be

experience and defence mechanisms

the consequences of a fire, the possibi-

-electricity, heating, cooking facilities-

sustained with, on the one hand, the

from the Middle Ages are reinvented

lities to escape and evacuate, and the

are subject to strict installation requi-

introduction of increasingly larger buil-

through calculation and, this time,

extent to which fires might be fought.

rements

dings and, on the other, the changing

quantified: distance is the decisive fac-

methods of the fire brigade.

tor. If unable to create distance, in the

Building types and categories of developed area

The risks of fire and explosion as well
as the possible toxic effects of the
of

hazardous

substances

event of, for example expanding a rail-

Yet it is this type of building that claims
most victims. This is related to the

The second category of urban densi-

way station in a densely populated city

large number of houses in particular, as

fication areas and the third category,

centre, we just accept the risk of cala-

With respect to fire safety we distin-

well as the individual use and lifestyle

linear infrastructure areas, have resul-

mity, while holding a covenant...

guish two types of buildings: houses

in these buildings. This is the personal

ted in more complex fire safety pro-

and regular building objects, and large,

domain of households, which is relati-

blems near hubs and public transport

complex structures. They can be found

vely uncontrolled by the government.

terminals.

in three categories of built environ-

The authorities and fire fighting servi-

ment: in normal urban and rural areas,

ces aim their information campaigns at

Since the Second World War, the percen-

The large building objects in urban

in the urban densification areas or infill

private households.

tage of people living in the city has dou-

densification areas and near infrastruc-

Large building objects

bled from 25% then to 50% nowadays.

tural hubs have the potential of gene-

areas, sometimes also referred to as

Expectations are that in these types of

Like the mass movement to cities in the

rating large numbers of victims. This is

‘corridors’.

buildings, fire safety awareness when

Middle Ages, the focus is once again on

directly related to the size of the buil-

using the building, the introduction

urban centres. Due to the technological

dings and their use, but also to the ap-

The ‘normal’ urban and rural areas

of smoke alarms, domestic sprinkler

possibilities advancement compared

parently unpredictable development of

feature regular building objects. This

systems and better fireproof furniture

to the possibilities in the Middle Ages,

a fire and the difficulties in controlling

includes residential homes and traditi-

will further reduce the number of vic-

the concentration leads to densification

and fighting it. Normal building regula-

onally small-scale building objects such

tims. Since fire mostly involves indivi-

and multiple use of space. High-rise is

tions are not geared to these types of

as retail outlets and business premises.

dual victims here, the relative stable

combined with subterranean construc-

structures, nor are standard fire figh-

The fire hazards for this type of buil-

figure of around 60 to 90 fatalities per

tions, and different functions in use,

ting procedures up to the game.

dings are documented and (more or

year has been more or less accepted

such as living, working, shopping, lei-

areas and in the linear infrastructure
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The construction industry and the fire

etc. on top. The list further includes

These are not the standard buildings

through the outside), the requirements

brigades have sufficient experience

stations, town halls, hospitals and

that can be made fire safe with standard

stipulate that the exterior walls must

with the smaller buildings, such as re-

nursing homes, stadiums and sports

Dutch building and fire codes and re-

be fire-proof. A fire developing on the

sidential premises. However, even here

centres, school buildings, industrial

gulations nor the traditional preven-

inside is in this way not able to release

regulations and fire models used as

buildings and agricultural buildings,

tive approach. In these instances, fire

heat and smoke to the outside and

well as the fire fighting practice are un-

as well as tunnels with underground

safety is tailor made. This is about the

(thus) has to expand further inside. A

der pressure. The fact that fires in large

stations and public transport terminals

design; it is engineering and stretches

natural outlet for smoke and heat is cre-

and complex buildings are notoriously

or future mega stables. They often are

much further than building regulations

ated only at a much later stage, when

difficult to control is due to their spe-

buildings with multiple and multifunc-

alone. It is the category of buildings

the fire ultimately consumes the roof or

cial design, layout, method of construc-

tional use of space. Yet we deal with

were the regulations can indeed be te-

breaks down the exterior wall. By the

tion and use. However, the issue also

the components individually, on the

sted, but the sole application thereof

building is practically always lost.

shares common ground with urban de-

basis of regulations or equivalence, not

falls far short of making a building fire

velopment and the possibilities of the

as a ‘systemic, interrelated whole’. E.g.

safe. Furthermore, it must also be pos-

This is at odds with good fire fighting

fire brigades.

in the event of a fire in underground car

sible for functional requirements to be

practices. Good fire fighting practices

park, the apartments above usually are

materialised and the regulations do not

normally requires approaching the seat

During the last decades, many large and

to be cleared and treated for smoke or

provide for guidelines in that respect.

of the fire ‘from behind’ in order to sub-

complex buildings were built: objects

fire damage. Variation on a theme: li-

With that, building regulations do not

sequently push the fire outside via the

such as warehouses, or underground

ving above shops.

cater much for the truly fire safe use

shortest possible route. By applying

and management of the building.

fireproof exterior walls, we currently

car parks with offices and apartments

turn buildings into architectural nicely
PLAN FOR THE AMSTERDAM SOUTH AXIS
A textbook example of interwoven spatial functions: working, living, shopping, recreating, sporting, parking,
different types of transport and public transport with a public transport terminal.

Building regulations further assume

wrapped up but highly explosive gifts.

that, after the fire has broken out, a

Presents waiting to be unwrapped upon

certain fire fighting effort will follow.

arrival of the fire brigade...

It is unclear what that response must
be, what the basic principles thereof

In addition to changes made at building

are and whether the fire brigade can

level, fire hazards are also subject to

or wants to adhere to this. In any case,

urban developments. Increased traffic

the application of a number of building

volume, traffic impeding measures and

regulations is at odds with fire fighting

the location of buildings are decisive

practice. One example thereof is the

in the (fast) access to it by the fire bri-

fire-proofing of exterior walls, imple-

gade. And in which the fire hydrants on

mented due to the lack of distance and

the drinking water network in the Ne-

zoning.

therlands can act as the icons of an infrastructural sham. Logistics is the de-

In order to prevent fire spread to ad-

cisive factor in successful fire fighting.

jacent buildings (or to an upper floor
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Particularly the supply of water as an

Large buildings produce large fires, re-

preventive and fire mitigating measu-

A building engineer with fire experi-

extinguishing agent will have to be

quiring a large-scale fire fighting effort.

res) should delay the fire to the extent

ence can prepare a fire safe building

designed integrally and geared to the

However, the basic fire fighting service

that the fire brigade still has a chance

design and a professional fire fighter

material and the deployment strategies

has its limits, as laid down in the fire

of success upon arrival. The degree to

can test a building, provided he has

of the fire brigade, in accordance with

fighting service standards. By default,

which the fire is contained must be in

sufficient knowledge of buildings and

the Fire Services Act and fire fighting

the disaster response organisation is

line with the possibilities of the fire bri-

structural engineering.

service standards. The relations and

not equipped for this category of fires

gade. In addition, preparatory measu-

synergy with the hydrologic and urban

due to its response times and its insuf-

res aimed at facilitating the efforts of

Furthermore, a fire fighter must be fa-

design are significant and a lot can be

ficient (water) logistics.

the fire brigade must be included in the

miliar with the building and its tech-

design.

nical systems in order to prevent co-

gained here, not in the least financially.
Let us move away from the discussion

The increased scale of buildings and

after the city fires in Amsterdam, sup-

the fire hazards involved mean that the

To that end, the architect and structu-

so called ‘controlled fires’, with the fire

ported by reasons: in the Middle Ages

fire brigade must reconsider its role

ral engineer, ultimately responsible for

brigade relegated to a civil organisation

in Amsterdam at one point 23,000 lea-

and position with regard to fire figh-

the design of the structure, must have

with VIP tickets for the open-air theatre

ther buckets were deemed sufficient as

ting.

knowledge of the development of a fire

featuring ‘fire’ in the leading role...

ming into the situation of large-scale

and fire brigade operating procedures,

an alternative to an investment in a fire
engine... Today’s fire hydrants in the

The effort in the event of large buil-

Netherlands are the buckets of those

dings is forced to be more defensive

days.

compared to the more offensive appro-

so that this is reflected in the design.

ach of fires in houses and more traditiFinally, recent developments in the fire

onal buildings. In practice this means

brigade require additional attention.

that the usual method of operating and

More and more fire stations are closed,

extinguishing the fire within a burning

fire brigade response times are increa-

object - the interior attack - is more

sing and the preventive attention of the

and more abandoned. If no lives are

fire brigade is aimed at ‘self-reliance’

at stake, the fire fighters stay outside

i.e. the escape options and evacua-

and often opt for an exterior attack in

tion possibilities of the public. Smoke

which the object is left to burn down in

alarms are a striking example thereof:

a so-called ‘controlled’ fire. Wondering

people might be alerted sooner, but

where this ‘control’ actually lies, public

these devices, of course, do not stop

expectations will have to be (and are)

the fire. So once the fire brigade arrives

adjusted.

CONTRA-PRODUCTIVE:
A fireproof building keeps the fire indoors for a prolonged period of time. The fire continues to grow rife inside
and the fire brigade is left to deal with this architectural
nicely wrapped surprise, which has meanwhile become
explosive.

they’re confronted with larger fire and
the subsequent need of more pumps

In order to prevent a total loss, the

and water...

properties of the building (including
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Fire load, construction
methods and layout

ons such as backdraughts, flashovers

pacity and kilograms of steel. It almost

number of systems and pipelines has

and flue gas explosions will become

seems as if reducing fire-resistance has

increased dramatically, coinciding with

a real threat more and more. Modern

become a national sport in the Nether-

the need for equal volumes of fireproo-

Not only do the buildings become big-

smoke development makes fire figh-

lands. However, the constructive reser-

fed (cable) ducts, sealing and fire val-

ger, the materials used are also diffe-

ting more surprising and challenging

ve or ‘slack’ in the structure at the same

ves. Building all that properly appears

rent than before, which includes more

than ever before, to put it mildly.

time is a criterion for the safety reserve

to be extremely difficult. And building

(in strength of the building) for the fire

control, housing inspection or the fire

plastics, more inventories of a higher
fire load and innovative building and

During the past decades, construction

brigade, i.e. the time period during

brigade only carry out random inspec-

insulation materials. The fire load has

methods have also changed with buil-

which the fire brigade can work safely.

tions in practice. The buildings are like

now become the major unknown factor

dings and spans continuing to increase.

for the fire brigade. Remember the fire

Prefab elements and system building

Other factors of influence are the large

cheese does not come with any surpri-

in the Wir War pub, in the Dutch town

have replaced concrete poured onsite.

depths, longer escape routes and the

ses (there is in fact cheese between the

of Volendam. Far from being a large or

The stacking of elements, the use of in-

longer distance between the seat of a

holes, not so in buildings). The pitfalls

complex building, the highly flamma-

novative materials and metals, the cre-

fire and safe air outside. Technical sys-

in fire fighting are unexpected ducts

ble Christmas branches on the ceiling

ation of major spaces and atriums and

tems in large buildings are needed, but

and hidden spaces, for example, lowe-

proved to be the decisive factor.

the construction of major spans produ-

soon tend to be complex in their ope-

red and modular ceilings with fire walls
that do not continue above that.

cheeses with holes, but at least a holey

ce an entirely different fire and collapse

ration and require many more pipelines

In practice, the fire load in industrial

behaviour in modern buildings compa-

and cables. During the past years, the

buildings in the Netherlands is limit-

red to traditional buildings. New and

less, as is the combustible nature of

computerised calculation techniques

substances. If in normal circumstances

are used to calculate the maximum ca-

they are not environmentally-unfriend-

pacity of load-bearing constructions.

ly, that is. A tyre storage facility, for in-

Constructions are computed to include

stance, is in itself not environmentally

decimal places and put to maximum

unfriendly, but it will be once alight

use in accordance with load-bearing ca-

Hidden spaces and ducts hide igniters and fuel sources. The spaces themselves create a fast and unpredictable spread of fire, dangerous for fire fighters.

and is also uncontrollable then. The
fireworks disaster in Enschede forms a
suitable variation to this theme.

Atriums and large spans produce unpredictable
behaviour during fire

The use of new materials for construction, insulation and inventory make the
smoke more toxic, ‘darker’ fuel-laden
and more explosive. If due to the increased insulation of buildings and fireproofing of the exterior walls smoke
can accumulate, semi-explosive situati-
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Inspection, supervision,
building regulations and
fire models

A higher construction speed, lower

than exception. The building regula-

to prevent the idea of ‘arbitrary’, but

education levels on the building site,

tions were never intended for subter-

they in fact mask the enormous gap in

difficult coordination, a lack of direc-

ranean stations or tunnels. Experience

fire knowledge.

tion and final responsibility, opportu-

by the fire brigade with these types of

The operation of building systems,

nism, building and fire regulations in-

large buildings is limited, fragmented

Commerce in itself does of course play

including fire systems, is complex.

terpreted beyond their intended limits

and not documented. The fire brigade

a legitimate and important role in of-

Thorough and robust construction is

and supervision that lacks in capacity

mostly works on the basis of the nor-

fering instruments. However, both buy-

expensive and inspections difficult.

lead to construction errors. Bos en Lom-

mal building regulations, as does the

ers and users must be able and willing

Management, maintenance and the fire

mer, Tiel car park, Maastricht balconies

construction industry itself.

to accept responsibility for the conse-

safe use thereof require continuous at-

and many major structural engineering

tention.

problems are all cases from Dutch so-

The building rules and regulations in

interests often form part of a hidden

ciety that contribute to marginal and

fire prevention and information are

agenda with only few players in a game

‘substandard’ fire safety.

interpreted to the maximum, extrapo-

which is surrounded by a haze of mock

lated and stretched, using tools such

science. A critic who dares to ask for an

It will not be the first time that a manager or director with a short-term vision

quences of applying these. Financial

cuts safety from a programme. Due to

Make no mistake about it: structural en-

as equivalence analyses. The scienti-

explanation of the basic principles or

the seemingly low risk of fire, most

gineering problems immediately lead

fic and empiric basis thereof is shaky.

departure points runs the risk of being

dare that to play this game of roulette.

to fire safety problems. Structural er-

Besides, the practitioners do not sing

labelled as ‘stupid’ or ‘unprofessional’.

Hence fire safety is characterised by a

rors and construction errors lead, with

from the same hymn sheet, as they are

And since the fires themselves are

strong ethical component. Government

hardly any exception, to reduced struc-

mainly self-taught.

hardly every investigated, it very much

inspections are not 100% and therefore

tural safety margins. These will particu-

there is no need to do it in order to pre-

larly manifest themselves during incre-

Rather than observing and knowing

vent ‘being caught’, you really have to

ased loads, such as in the event of fire.

the facts, there is a great dependency

want it. Technical advice, fire safe con-

Fire ‘sniffs out’ these construction er-

on well-intended fire concepts and

structions, systems and building mate-

rors and will quickly and unrelentingly

models. However, they offer a poor in-

rials all come with a price tag. If things

consume the safety margins. Rien ne va

sight, are difficult to test and have often

do go wrong, in the Netherlands a fire

plus, the roulette wheel is turning.

been developed privately on the basis

Research, assessm ent and advice on

of unclear principles and assumptions.

fire safety should mainly be based on

investigation is more the exception

remains to be seen whether the models
or concepts are indeed right.

Risk approach

than the rule. And if, by exception, it is

Neither building regulations nor fire

Hence complaints about the substanti-

the effects of a fire. A risk approach of

decided to carry out an investigation,

fighting experience appear to offer a

ation and transparency thereof are pou-

fire safety would in principle (only) be

certain advisors and spin doctors will

solution in the event of large and com-

ring in. A fact-based test - on the ba-

necessary for parties who can actually

spring to life and will create fog (until

plex buildings. Ultimately resulting in

sis of the fires that occurred - remains

and financially bear the responsibility

now usually successfully). The counter-

longwinded and unclear design and

forthcoming. The concepts and models

for these effects. Fire safety requires a

weight needed here are fire engineers

decision-making processes. In the in-

have seldom been subject to adminis-

conservative attitude towards a social

with strong professional ethics.

frastructure too, planning schedules

trative approval. They are nevertheless

cost assessment. It detracts from the

and costs spiralling out of control due

frequently applied and required as in-

substantive discussion and the choices

to complicated fire issues are more rule

struments or reference guide. All this

that have to be made during the design
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process in terms of fire safety. They

way out. And rightly so, as the height

faults, good (or bad) housekeeping,

seriously obstruct the development of

of spring tide combined with a strong

fuel content, strong winds, shortage of

knowledge.

north-westerly wind was something

extinguishing water and urban zoning

Economic losses, environmental effects and animal
suffering

that could be calculated. It became the

in the calculations? If the individual fac-

During the Middle Ages, there were

basis on which the required height of

tors are highly unreliable, the outcome

The fire in the Schiphol detention cen-

roughly two major dangers that threa-

sea and river dikes was determined. It

of the combination certainly is.

tre, the fire at the Department of Archi-

tened the population: floods (the Water

is impossible to guarantee 100% safety:

Wolf) and urban fires. Both left their

once every 10,000 years, there will be

And with what objective and for who

Vredestein along the Twentekanaal, the

marks on the ideas about fire safety

a storm that whips the water over the

are the models based on the theory of

Computer Centre at the University of

and how to deal with risks. Just like the

dikes, with all of its consequences. But

probability used? For the user’s safety,

Twente and the Assembly Hall at Eind-

safety of dikes, fire safety was some-

when the time comes, that height will

or only in order to justify the minimum

hoven University of Technology were

thing that was dealt with by the gover-

be measureable in centimetres, and it is

fire mitigating measures in a building?

all multi-million dollar fires, with losses

nment to a great extent and for much

a risk we are willing to accept.

The advantage is that with the theory

far exceeding tens of millions of Euros

of probability, the computer only spews

in all cases. And we should not forget

longer, exactly because of the great

tecture at Delft University, the fires at

risk of damage. Much longer than, for

But now for fire safety. Is that also a

out a single figure. That is so much

the Fireworks Disaster in Enschede. Or,

example, construction safety.

sum of adding up and multiplying the

simpler than having to study and calcu-

on another front, the endless series of

chances of high water by the chance of

late the different dangers posed by the

factories and warehouses that burn

Throughout the centuries, fire safety

a roaring uprush caused by a storm?

phenomenon of fire. However, hardly

down to the ground on a weekly basis,

has changed the face of the city. During

And when the time comes, what can we

good news, it does give it a quantified

shown in orange and black on natio-

the 70’s, when the Deltaplan was under

measure, apart from the direct material

degree of ostrich policy.

nal television. This leads to enormous

construction, the risk of flooding led to

damage and the number of fatalities of

economic losses and suffering: roughly

probability theories about flood risks

a fire?

half of businesses hit by fire go bankrupt within a few years. Someone must

and the corresponding height of dikes.
During the past few years, the proba-

A group of economically-oriented pro-

bility theory also penetrated the ideas

bability theorists tried to eliminate the

about fire safety, in the form of the so-

chances of a fatal fire on the maxim that

called risk approach.

‘100% fire safety doesn’t exist’ and analogue to the dike reinforcement calcula-

Fire safety costs money and is passed

tions. However, the statistics for factors

on to the man in the street. That leads

that determine fire are hardly as good

to complaints, so it is necessary to look

as those of meteorological or astrono-

for an objective measure. In the case

mical events. The position of the moon

of dike reinforcements too, another ex-

in conjunction with the sun leads to a

pensive necessity, people tried to look

spring tide with 100% of certainty. But

for objective models. The probability

how do you involve human behaviour,

theory proved to be a solution and a

pyromania, installation & construction
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foot the bill for this.

About half of businesses hit by fire go bankrupt,
sometimes not until years later.
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Use, escape and evacuation

And then there is the incredible dama-

vironmentally friendly building. After

tive effects of a fire, such as pain and

ge to the environment. ‘No hazardous

all, there is nothing as sustainable as

stress. Also, a pig that died screaming

substances have been emitted’ has

a building that has not burned down.

from stress will no longer be fit for

The fire safe use of a building has been

consumption due to a change in meat

neglected. It is probably the least ex-

information, a worthy opponent of the

Then there is the suffering of livestock:

flavour. What a waste. Livestock and

plored research area within fire safety.

fire hydrant as a water-supplying cure-

in fires at farms and stables, large num-

fowl die in their tens of thousands at

A building is designed and constructed

all. Of course, the opposite is true. The

bers of animals await a premature, un-

a time, because birds cannot withstand

within one year or a couple of years. It

question is, how much environmental

necessary and miserable end. For the

the poisonous smoke (think about the

subsequently stands there for about 50

damage, and whether someone wants

sake of convenience, stables are regar-

canaries used in mines; they die before

years. We build to use, that is what it’s

to know or measure it. Fire should be

ded as business units and few, if any,

the miners). A ventilator that is stuck

all about. But the use of building chan-

banned by virtue of environmental le-

fire safety requirements are in place.

or smouldering cables in a stable are

ges as the years pass, and it often dif-

enough to start the suffering.

fers from that for which the architect

become the caricature of government

gislation! In that case, we would have
to apply the aforementioned century-

Poor fire compartments gives omnipre-

old Chinese laws again.

sent rodents’ free play. Due to their de-

Unit and contents are on fire. Fire should be banned for
environmental reasons.

originally designed it.
Poisoned and burned livestock rarely
makes it to the news, because they are

We now know that casualties are not

not photogenic. Also, it would ruin the

passive and that it is not just the emer-

atmosphere and appetite during the Six

gency services that assist the casual-

o’clock News; and a fire in a stable will

ties. That is a factor we can take into

surely not make it to the Ten o’clock

account. However, it is not a reason to

News.

minimise professional aid. These days,
the fire brigade increasingly looks at

Fire prevention measures here are sim-

the escape options and the so-called

ple and cheap, but apparently not cheap

self-reliance. That is a fairly one-dimen-

enough. Who takes the decisions in that

sional way of reasoning, if we were to

respect, who derives the revenues and

believe the models. Fire and damage

who bears the consequences? Is some-

control play second fiddle. That de-

one else paying the piper? The farmer

tracts from the attention and acquiring

Here is a nice example: in terms of

sire to chew through cables, they take

or insurer counts his financial loss, the

of knowledge of fire fighting. Yet the

CO2 emissions, a large warehouse unit

with them their own fire cause in the

responsible turn a blind eye and ethics

fire is the actual problem. An unres-

with contents easily beats the evening

form of a short circuiting. Fire fighters

takes a walk around the block.

trained fire and its smoke force us to

rush hour in the Randstad conurbation.

do their utmost, but they often arrive

That does not even include the poison

too late. Livestock is seen as an eco-

in the waste gases, asbestos, and the

nomic product, not as life. A pig costs

rest. Suddenly, fire safety becomes an

approx Є 50 (current price), but biolo-

one dimensional and straight forward:

extremely effective measure within

gically it is identical to a human being:

fire safety is better the smaller we keep

the framework of sustainable and en-

especially where it concerns the nega-

the fires. Smaller fires, better fire safety.
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FIRE IN THE AGRICULTURAL SECTOR.
Just an environmental issue or also ‘the rescue of man
and animal’? Livestock hardly ever stands a chance...

escape even quicker. That is why inactive fire fighting is at loggerheads with
the Fire Services Act. It is actually very
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The ability to fight fires

ding before reaching the seat of a fire.
This includes a sufficient amount of fire

The basis for the fire brigade is fast fire

fighting equipment and fire hoses. The

fighting in homes, often undertaken

risk that a fire escalates in the mean-

by volunteer fire fighters. Recent deve-

time is all too realistic. If at that point

lopments show higher call-out times,

the evacuation has not been completed

caused by road congestion, traffic im-

yet - just think about a hospital, a care

peding measures and the closure of fire

home or other institution with slow or

stations. The drinking water network

immobile patients - the fire brigade will

offers no solution for the water supply

first have to help them evacuate before

of fire fighting. Alternative water sup-

they can start putting out the fire. Total

plies are not available, surely not quick

losses are becoming the poor standard

enough for the increasingly larger fires

more and more.

due to time loss.

Building is stacking. The connections between the
elements make or break the strength of a building on
fire: a (real) house of cards or not?

once the crew is safe, the Fire Service

There is an abundance of such buil-

Apart from collateral damage such as

Act requires them to put out the fire

dings. The question is, will the defen-

Contrary to normal dwellings, the fact

environmental damage and the loss of

using all means available. Furthermore,

sive actions of the fire brigade, fighting

that your fire engine has just pulled up

livestock, a defensive approach by the

a defensive fire brigade strategy works

only from the outside, be enough? The

in front of the building does not mean

fire brigade seems sustainable in many

well only if those in the building have

fire brigade is of course aware of this

you are there yet. Fire fighters often

cases: opting for the safety of your own

been able to escape. That is conditio-

dilemma, but because of the - by now

have to find their way through the buil-

fire crew is of course a realistic one. But

nal. Staff in factories and warehouses is

- customary defensive deployment in

often fit and their numbers are low, the

the case of factories offices and ware-

populations at universities and schools

houses, the trend has been set. It is an

are usually young and quick, but those

omen.

in primary schools on the other hand
need more guidance during their es-

The fact that the fire brigade had to re-

cape.

sort to a defensive strategy indicates
that we bank too much on the abilities

After the fire at the Department of Architecture Delft, 2008
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A scenario like that of the Department

of modern-day fire fighters. The trai-

of Architecture in Delft would yield aw-

ning, experience, knowledge, but also

ful dilemmas in a similar building, but

the material resources and actual de-

the used as a hospital or care home.

ployment options have failed to keep

Due to their decreased self-reliance,

up with the increasingly complicated

people need assistance in escaping and

and larger buildings. Unfortunately, the

evacuating. Hopefully, the evacuation

fire brigade can no longer rely on the

is completed before the fire takes over

time-honoured work routines develo-

and the building collapses...

ped in practice of ‘normal’ buildings.
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5. Learning from fires
much more encompassing fire inves-

should actually be about the underly-

tigation. Fire investigation in its turn

ing problem. And the discipline that

Hardly any research is being conduc-

and knowhow gained in normal objects

brings the necessary input for the de-

deals with this, forensic engineering, is

ted into the development of fires these

is not necessarily suitable for larger

signing discipline, fire engineering.

also something that is hardly practiced

days, there are very few lessons for

and more complicated structures.

in the Netherlands.
So not all types of investigation have

the construction industry, building legislation and models struggle in vain

In the Netherlands, fires and the cor-

the aim to learn something from it for

The development of truly large fires

to keep up with developments and

responding fire development are not

the designing practice of construction

is not always investigated either. Only

experts are few and far between. The

systematically and scientifically investi-

or electrical and mechanical enginee-

disasters with a big enough public

realisation of the mutual coherence of

gated. At the moment, a number of fire

ring. Investigations into the cause of a

outcry, such as the Fireworks Disas-

building, technical systems and use is

brigades are gaining experience with

fire look for guilty parties and perpetra-

ter, the Volendam Fire or the fire in the

very complicated in terms of construc-

fire development investigation. This

tors, while investigations into the deve-

cellblock at Schiphol Airport Detention

tion and demands awareness of fire ha-

investigation is mainly aimed at their

lopment of a fire look for mechanisms

Centre, are investigated. This is usually

zards, motivation, time and managerial

own discipline. The fire investigators of

to learn from. Investigations for the

done by committees formed on an ad

backup.

insurers also have their own objectives.

benefit of construction have their own

hoc basis. The instructions and objec-

There is hardly any feed-back to for e.g.

learning aim. It is about the develop-

tives for a committee may differ per

If people have little knowledge of a

architects, designers or construction

ment of heat, smoke and fire during a

disaster. A popular line of approach to

specific subject, it is wise to look at si-

firms.

fire, the interaction with detection sys-

adopt is an administrative or legal one

tems, fire extinguishing systems and

– you can tell by looking at the com-

others. From your own fire investigati-

The crime scene investigators of the

smoke and heat discharging systems,

position of such committees - and they

ons or cases elsewhere, or from a dif-

police investigate fires with a judicial

fire compartments in the building, the

mainly look at legislation, the granting

ferent branch of industry, such as the

objective: establishing the cause of the

building materials used, the construc-

of permits and sometimes the perfor-

offshore industry, mining or shipbuil-

fire. The cause of a fire often leads to

tion method, the repression options of

mance of emergency response services

ding. In this chapter I’ll conclude with

the perpetrator or arsonist, which is

fire crews or the behaviour of potential

or even only after-care. Again, the un-

an observation of what not to do.

what it is all about for them.

casualties in stressful circumstances.

derlying structure ultimately is penal

And all of this has to be viewed syste-

rather than ‘learning’.

milar subjects and to try and learn from

In terms of content and objective, in-

Fire investigations in the
Netherlands

mically, in connection with each other.
The Dutch Safety Board - whose explicit

vestigations into the cause of a fire the lion share of fire investigations in

Apart from the design, construction,

objective is learning, not prosecution -

the Netherlands - can be clearly distin-

installation and management of struc-

carries out limited investigations into

The experience with houses and small

guished from investigations into the

tures, fire development investigations

fire development. Examples include

buildings is a reasonable mix of fire

development of a fire. The Netherlands

are also necessary for the design and

the Hercules Disaster, the fire at the

prevention, preparation and repres-

‘only’ carry out arson investigations,

manufacture of, for instance, vehicles,

detention centre near Schiphol Airport

sion. The way in which they interrelate

not fire investigations. In Anglo-Saxon

machines, mechanical and processing

and the hospital fire in Almelo. Again,

has been tested in practice and for nor-

literature, arson investigation is seen

systems. Fire investigation is often a

the question remains to what extent

mal buildings. However, the experience

as a relatively small component of the

type of symptom investigation, it is

the construction industry is given suf-
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ficient recommendations. Also, the

has been investigating fires for years

installation sector, or the facility mana-

fire safety engineers needed should be

Dutch Safety Board is not the ‘safety

and has a lot of practical experience in

gers. In the Netherlands, homogeneity

much higher.

department’ of this country. In order

the field of Fire Safety Engineering. In

or a communal basis in education in

to learn structurally and ‘pro-actively’

America, the National Fire Protection

fire science is still a very long way off.

Because of the high level and uniform

from fires, the branches of industry will

Organization (NFPA) laid the basis for

Everybody is learning on the job...

education

have to provide a closed learning circle

fire safety for the construction industry,

themselves.

urban planning and industrial systems.

Fire investigations
and knowledge across
the border

in

Sweden,

the

playing

ground for fire safety surrounding deIn Sweden for example, things are ra-

sign, advice and the granting of fire

ther different when it comes to educa-

permits is much more level. And it is

In the autumn of 2009, a group of

tion and knowledge distribution - the

the arbitrariness surrounding consul-

Dutch fire experts went on a study trip

objective of my research group: they

tancy, evaluation and (fire) law enforce-

to Lund (Sweden) on the initiative of

have been educating Bachelors and

ment that is seen as a huge problem in

the Building Research Foundation (SBR).

Masters in Fire Protection Engineering

the Dutch building industry!

The objective was to explore the state

for more than 20 years. As a separate

In other European countries such as

of affairs in the field of fire safety. We

study. By now, around 600 students

Also, the commanding fire officers in

Sweden and Great Britain and in the

were also curious about how they orga-

have graduated, half of whom go on to

Sweden are better equipped for their

United States too, there are post gra-

nise ‘fire safety’ on an educational and

higher ranks in the fire brigade while

technical fire fighting job. The Dutch

duate study programmes and investi-

legislative level. Within the framework

the other half become consulting en-

Fire Academy recognises that the sub-

gation courses in the field of Fire Engi-

of the development of the research

gineers. Apparently, Fire Protection En-

stantive qualities of the fire officers are

neering, Fire Safety Engineering or Fire

group for Fire Safety in the Construc-

gineers have been by far the best-paid

slipping down alarmingly as a result

Protection Engineering. Germany has

tion Industry, one of the conclusions

engineers in Scandinavia for years now,

of shortcomings in knowledge of buil-

‘Feuer Ingenieure’.

was very interesting:

from the first day they starting their

dings, materials and technical installa-

jobs. They do not even have the time to

tions. It would be interesting to compa-

The degree programmes are often

Most of the 30 participants were of the

follow refresher courses. It seems they

re the fire damage in Sweden with that

placed within civil/building enginee-

opinion that ‘in terms of problems for

are able to accommodate so many fire

in the Netherlands. At least in Sweden

ring and construction oriented depart-

the professional practice (read: the pro-

safety engineers already within a total

there have been no deaths among fire

ments. They often adopt a specific line

fessional practice of consultants) and

population of (only) 6 to 7 million. The

fighters in the past decades, in dark

of approach, such as an emphasis on

the solutions found, Sweden wasn’t

prognosis is that there will be dozens

contrast with the Netherlands.

fire and smoke dispersal models, elec-

even that much ahead of the Nether-

of extra jobs in the energy sector (ex-

trical and mechanical engineering and

lands (...)’. But this is what ‘the top’ of

ploration, transport, storage of oil, gas

An international network is vital for a

sprinklers, building materials, the es-

the Dutch fire safety consultants says.

and electricity) in the near future.

thorough investigation. The aforemen-

cape behaviour of people, explosion

The majority of consultants in the Ne-

safety or structural strength.

therlands never enjoyed any training in

Let us compare this with the Dutch

other in terms of expertise. On an inter-

fire safety, or only to a limited extent.

‘market’. With twice as many inhabi-

national level, many elements of inte-

In Sweden, knowledge and experience

And we are talking about consultants

tants, a compact living environment,

gral fire safety in the building industry

have shifted from a repressive level to-

only, not about a much larger group,

congestion, transport and industry,

have already been explored in depth.

wards more integral fire safety. England

those in the construction industry or

we can assume that the number of

Linking up knowledge and investiga-
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tioned

countries

complement

each
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tion may well be the added value of

people. The bulky report is full of inte-

morrow’) - aiming for more attention at

my research group for Fire Safety in the

resting information about the cause of

the front of the safety chain: the cause

Construction Industry. To this group,

the fire and how it developed so quic-

of fires. Expectations are that greater

intensifying international contacts and

kly, how the smoke spread, how the

awareness among the citizen as a resi-

encouraging the exchange of informa-

public in this immense subterranean

dent will reduce the number of casual-

tion are a first priority for the develop-

space reacted, what the fire brigade

ties in a fire.

ment of investigation.

could do about it, and what the ultimate
sad result was.
King’s Cross Underground Fire, London,1987, 31 †
When structures become so complicated and large, fire
fighting is nigh on impossible. We should focus on
preventing and confining fire. And that is what
happened (afterward). Figure: scale model of King’s
Cross Underground Station

This in effect harks back to the ‘Brandpreventje’ (a Dutch pun combining

When analysing this fire through the

the words ‘preventie’: prevention, and

eyes of the safety chain, it clearly

‘ventje’: little guy) from the 70’s, who

shows that they were looking for solu-

appeared in the advertising spots by

tions ‘at the front’ of the safety chain:

the Dutch government’s centre for pu-

prevention more than response. The

blic service information (Postbus 51).

idea was - reading between the lines -

The ‘Brandpreventje’ warned against

that if the fire brigade finds fire fighting

the dangers of fire in the home, tel-

to be too complicated to be effective

ling us about the three I’s: Ignorance,

in such complex underground spaces,

Inattention and Inadvertence, because

the most important thing to do is to in-

after all: “Prevention is better than ex-

vest in preventing fires and containing

tinguishing!” A variation to this theme

fires, should they occur. Containing

appeared later in the advertising spots

them to such an extent that the fire bri-

shot out in the woods: “Idiot, look out”

gade may just be successful. This was

- “It was a branch, it wasn’t my fault!”

achieved by introducing a smoking ban
and by using less flammable materials

King’s Cross
Underground Fire

When looking at the model, we can

in, among other things, the escalators,

see the extremely complicated layout

combined with better housekeeping

of the station: long escalators, short

and a better preparation by the fire bri-

Another source of knowledge and ex-

escalators,

gade.

perience are (foreign) fire reports and

floors, underground tunnels above and

investigations. A good example is the

underneath each other. This subterra-

The necessary coordination and inter-

report drawn up in the wake of the fire

nean underground station, expanded

face between building and fire brigade

at King’s Cross Underground Station in

over decades, with its many connecting

has also been a topic in the Netherlands

London in 1987 (Investigation into the

underground lines is utterly complex.

recently. The results of the ‘strategic

King’s Cross Underground Fire - D. Fen-

Thirty-one people lost their lives in this

trip’ by the fire brigade (‘De brandweer

nell).

fire and there were dozens of injured

over morgen’, ’The fire brigade on to-
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floors

and

intermediate

THE BRANDPREVENTJE AND HIS THREE I’s:
Ignorance, Inattention and Inadvertence.
After all: prevention is better than extinguishing,
even in the 70’s!
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But today is different from the 70’s: the

In mines, the emphasis is on preventing

the fire brigade paradoxically relies

badly, they wanted to learn from the

fire brigade now says, embarrassing

fires and explosions by means of strin-

more on (the notoriously complica-

fire and felt there had to be safer ways

straightforward, that the public should

gent working procedures and special

ted) repression at the end of the safety

of working in complex buildings. This

no longer assume (the possibility of an

emphasis on separating ignition and

chain...

proved difficult, that is, if the objective

effective) deployment of the fire brigade

fuel sources (the fire triangle). The mi-

(...). It is about the differences between

ning industry also pays a lot of attenti-

We have noticed that the fire brigade

attached to lines, with infrared cameras

old and new buildings. It requires a new

on to the issue of ventilation. The fresh

is heading down a defensive road due

and walkie-talkies and compressed air

coordination between the fire brigade

air supply for the minors is safely sepa-

to recent developments. This may be

registration, made deployment compli-

and the fire mitigating possibilities of

rated from the discharge of dirty air and

justifiable in manageable environments

cated and time-consuming. The fires

buildings. It supports the urgency of

possibly explosive gases to the outside.

from a cost optimisation point of view,

were often considerably faster than the

but it is questionable for larger objects,

fire service...

the argument elsewhere in this lecture

is effective fire fighting. Working while

that if the fire brigade cannot reaso-

Since they know that underground fires

which in some cases pose a higher risk

nably tackle fires in large objects, the

are virtually uncontrollable, they are

than the industry and which accommo-

In reality, fighting fires in large and

buildings themselves will have to en-

forced to put the emphasis on preven-

date large crowds on a regular basis. To

complex buildings proved virtually im-

sure that the fire cannot escalate. This

ting these fires. They have no high ho-

prevent the fire brigade from taking on

possible as early as then. Nevertheless,

is obviously a structural, electrical and

pes of emergency assistance or rescue,

too much, it is better to take measures

the fire brigade tried to learn some-

mechanical and control-related issue.

let alone fire fighting. They have been

inside the building to prevent and con-

thing from it: but it primarily looked at

moved to the front end of the safety

tain fires to such an extent that realistic

its own work, the actual fire fighting.

chain. Another fact is that there usually

and successful fire fighting becomes a

The growing size and complexity of

are no ordinary civilians or passers-by

possibility.

buildings was seen as an autonomous

Learning from other
branches of industry

in mines. Those working there are phyIn the case of complex or subterranean

sically fit, familiar with their surroun-

structures, you could learn from bran-

dings and trained in the danger aware-

ches of industry that by nature have

ness.

fact. A good example of mono-disciplinary learning.

Procedure for complex
buildings

Again, the subsequent conclusion is
that you will not be successful with

to deal with fire hazards differently.
You might want to look for common

So what does this say about the large

My personal involvement and enthu-

only a different or improved way of fire

ground. The offshore industry could

structures in our ‘civil’ world? Complex

siasm for the combination ‘fire and

fighting. This tallies with the current

prove useful in cases where structures

objects such as underground shopping

buildings’ stems from my early career.

trend at the fire brigade to act more de-

are difficult to reach. The offshore in-

centres and stations are public spaces

My first assignment as a young officer

fensively. If fire fighting has no chances

dustry has to organise its own fire figh-

where you will find a potentially high

in The Hague was to find out how the

of success, the buildings themselves

ting and response system, simply of

number of anonymous passers-by. As

actions of the fire brigade in complex

must change. And for that, you need

course because the fire brigade will not

such, the fire brigade, the public ser-

buildings could be made safer.

knowledge of buildings and their built-

go on a call-out to the North Sea. For

vice, has a clear role and responsibility

It followed the death of two firemen in

in systems in addition to knowledge

underground objects such as stations

here. But whereas the mining indus-

a fire at the cellblock of the central po-

the fire. A ready question is where the

or tunnels, the mining industry could

try and industry in general, with their

lice station in The Hague in 1987. Lo-

balance lies and where knowledge of

be an example.

trained staff, rely more on prevention,

sing two crew members hit the corps

buildings, fire development and fire
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fighting meet. How much does the

were tightened a little. Incidentally,

fireman need to know about building

there has been some fierce ‘coordina-

structures, and how much does the architect need to know about fire and the

Focus on legislation
instead of investigation

tion’ about the respective responsibiliFire at Pension Vogel, The Hague 1992

way they behave?

ties between the parties involved, such

After a calamity or fire, the solution is

as the fire brigade, the Building Control

often found in stricter regulations. A

Department and various ministries.

standard reflex. But the realisation that

Many fires followed during my years,

legislation alone will not help you in

usually in older houses and not always

The fact that there was little attention

the case of large buildings, sets in very

in the most expensive districts of town.

for fire safety indeed also on a civil en-

slowly. You may test a building against

Individual house fires caused most ca-

gineering level became clear around

regulations together with a couple of

sualties, usually one at a time. Crucial

1994. This concerned the so-called

construction legal experts, but that

aspect in the cause of a fire in normal

Souterrain Project, the (initially) leaking

does not leave you with a fire safe buil-

tram tunnel in the centre of The Hague,

ding. If you want to actively approach

also referred to as the ‘Swim Tunnel’ or

the subject issue, you enter the domain

houses is the use and state of repair of
a house (good housekeeping).

Cellblock near Schiphol Airport after the fire in 2005,
see burned down wing below right

the ‘Tramtanic’. No wonder, because

of good and sound engineering princi-

There were eleven casualties in the fire

building and fire brigade codes and

ples and sound fire engineering prac-

at Pension Vogel in 1992. This was a

legislation hardly gave any guidance

tices.

refuge for the homeless and socially

for civil-engineering and infrastructural

less-able, up to 50 at any night spread

objects. And experience with tunnels

An increase in the number and escala-

through the building, burned down in

and fire safety was non-existent at the

tion of fires in larger and more complex

the middle of the night. Eleven people

time.

buildings has been identified. The fires

died in tragic circumstances. And yes,

are getting bigger and bigger (...), and

despite arson in this case, a fire could

My experiences with fires in large and

the damage as a result of those fires
increases accordingly.

have been expected, not to say, was in-

fact that a fire occurred is not a surpri-

complex buildings, and the issue sur-

evitable. Also, the building was in such

se, but the unrestrained escalation and

rounding the tram tunnel in The Hague

a state that a short circuit was lurking

fire spread is. A coherent set of struc-

inspired me to have a more in-depth

These developments are not supported

around the corner. The real facilitator

tural, mechanical and electrical mea-

look at these matters. I found a job at

or recorded by the fire brigade’s experi-

was the complete absence of any fire

sures, combined with well thought-out

the University of Twente and studied

ence. However, a theoretic and scientific

mitigating facilities and a laisser-faire

management geared to fast detection,

fire safety in tunnels, underground sta-

basis - through fire investigation among

policy of the municipality, leading to

evacuation and fire fighting makes the

tions, hospitals, shopping centres, etc.

other things - is still lacking as well, as

little fire prevention activity. Of course

difference. If not, even the best prepa-

At the same time, I was offered a job as

a natural ally of new developments and

not the chances of fire, but the unstop-

red fire fighters might be at a loss...

voluntary fire officer in Hengelo. A wel-

innovation. The establishment of my re-

come source of additional fire fighting

search group, among others, might in-

As a result of the fire at Pension Vogel

experience,

dicate that it is now time for a more

Compare the fire at the cellblock near

and that at Schiphol Airport Detention

my more theoretical oriented work at

Schiphol Airport Detention Centre. The

Centre, legislation and enforcement

the university.

pable fire growth created the horror!
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counterbalancing

nicely

design-oriented approach.
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6. T
 he split between the construction industry
and fire brigade

A lot of large and complex buildings

other, and neither look for the scientific

mately, the fire brigade should be able

or empirical basis, which is nonexistent

to successfully fight such a reduced

in the Netherlands until this day.

fire, and buildings will no longer burn
down uncontrollable with a possible

brigade acts quickly.

have been built during the past few

For the research group, the crux is that

loss of many lives (and livestock), huge

decades. These are not traditional buil-

Fighting fires becomes increasingly

if the fires can no longer be fought by

economic losses and long lasting and

dings. They differ in terms of size, ar-

difficult. This is down to the nature of

the fire brigade, the ‘fire-fighting’ abi-

nasty environmental consequences.

chitecture, function, use, construction

new buildings, but also to the restricti-

lity of the building itself becomes the

method and use of materials. As for fire

ons relating to fire fighting itself. Also,

only saviour. A building that is desig-

Without science and a more design-

safety, they have become more com-

a number of dramatic experiences in

ned, built and managed correctly will

oriented approach, the large buildings

plex. Standard building and fire bri-

fighting fires in large buildings, such

be able to contain a fire. The solution

‘of today’ may well replace the uncon-

gade legislation no longer suffice, and

as the fire at shipyard ‘de Punt’ leaving

is to make all buildings fire safe to such

trollable city fires from the past...

stretching and interpreting standard

three fire men dead, tend to lead to a

an extent that fires cannot escalate into

regulations by means of equality analy-

more defensive strategy among the fire

something that expectedly will claim

ses for instance, is dubious. This gap is

brigade. Recent policy developments

victims. Not among civilians and not

yet to be filled by technical and scienti-

within the fire brigade contribute to

among fire fighters. In other words,

fic knowledge.

that.

fires must be curbed in their development by fire mitigating measures in and

A number of historic lessons about

The fire brigade opts for more defen-

around the building. That is not a case

fire safety have been forgotten by

sive strategies. They move away from

of checking regulations, but mainly

now. The ‘balance’ between burning

fighting fires at large and complex buil-

one of proper design and engineering.

buildings and fire fighting, developed

dings, as a result of which experience

An explicit instruction for construction

through experience, has been broken:

in fighting fires gradually disappears.

and construction-related experts.

to be a difficult, often impossible job.

Fire development and how the building

Neither architects and civil engineering

Also, those past lessons only apply to

responds to it hides from the view of

designers, nor the fire brigade have

standard buildings. One mediaeval les-

constructors and fire fighters alike.

cases or databases of large fires. Com-

son we have forgotten is: build strong

There are hardly any investigations

prehensive investigations with the ob-

fire walls. This is not the same as the

into the fire development in large buil-

jective of learning for the construction

fire compartments in today’s buildings.

dings. Fire fighters are unable to reach

industry are not yet conducted.

Of course, you also have to make sure

the seat of the fire quickly enough and

that there will be no fire in the first

position themselves for an exterior at-

My research group Fire Safety in the

place and that you have to keep a dis-

tack, with a total loss of the building

Construction Industry is concerned

tance with adjacent buildings. Another

as the inevitable result. When it comes

about and focussing on those fire-res-

‘forgotten’ lesson: make sure that you

to large buildings, the fire brigade and

tricting capacities of a building. Especi-

keep the fire load low ánd that the fire

construction industry look at each

ally on big and complex buildings. Ulti-

fighting fires in large buildings appears
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7. Plans
for research and the study materials to

the building is unable to do, the fire

be developed on the basis thereof. By

brigade has to solve. Whatever the fire

March 2009 saw the publication of the

the same time we train university tea-

explicitly linking up the parties with the

brigade is unwilling or unable to do,

action plan for my research group. It

chers and start professionalising. This

research group, university teachers and

the building will have to solve.

demonstrated a high level of commit-

is a process of getting university tea-

students can be deployed. Knowledge

ment from many participants. Their in-

chers

and

from research must be the basis for the

Various countries around the Nether-

terest is to follow up the conclusions in

structuring ‘Integral fire safety’ master

‘first generation’ graduates in particu-

lands train Feuer Ingenieure, fire pro-

the Fire Safety Action Programme of the

classes for university teachers, mobi-

lar. Later generations can use a manual.

tection engineers and fire safety engi-

Ministry of the Interior and Kingdom

lising the international network and

This manual must be continuously fed

neers. In the Netherlands there is no

Relations and the Ministry of Housing,

expanding the curriculum. It is a vital

and updated by the research group and

such profession and there was (until

Spatial Planning and the Environment.

condition in order to progress.

subjects from the business sector.

recently, now at the Hanze University

enthusiastic,

developing

of applied science in Groningen) no deThe building industry lacks knowledge

Investigation and research form the

In the field of education, students and

gree programme for it either. We aim for

of the entire fire safety chain. The aim

basis of knowledge. Knowledge of the

university teachers can get acquainted

no less than independent and - prefera-

is to systematically embed the subject

physical and dynamic aspects of a fire

with the businesses and learn about

bly sworn - fire engineers. Why sworn?

of fire safety in the curriculum of rele-

and the behaviour of structures and

products and methods. The education/

Because there is a difference between

vant study programmes. They include

people in a fire is limited. We also lack

business sector/research triangle will

knowing and wanting to know. A sworn

architecture, civil engineering, mecha-

knowledge about the systemics and

remain closed to the greatest possible

fire engineer advises and designs inde-

nical and electrical engineering, urban

methodology of fire engineering in the

extent, the aim being a maximum ex-

pendently, and is hardly influenced by

planning and facility management.

process of design, construction and

change of information and knowledge

industrial, economic or political inte-

use. The development of scenarios, the

between the parties involved.

rests. We hope to train these integral
fire engineers.

The research group was given the fol-

building measures to be based on that,

lowing objectives:

but also incident prevention plans de-

We would like to produce building engi-

- Educating students who have the ne-

mand knowledge of fire development.

neers and building-related experts with

Finally, we aim for a demonstration and

cessary knowledge and skills in the

For this research group, research is,

an understanding of fire and fire deve-

research centre where we can carry out

field of fire safety

with a view to market demand, a con-

lopment. But we also want to further

independent research into fire-physical

- Generating new knowledge that ena-

dition for the development of know-

train fire professionals in the essence

and fire-chemical phenomena, especial-

bles the professionals to resolve safe-

ledge. Research into fire development,

of architecture. Ideally, we will also

ly in larger and more complex objects,

ty issues in practice

the systemics in building processes,

produce engineers for the fire briga-

and where we can develop realistic and

- Providing synergy between education,

life cycle approaches and system prin-

des, people who know about buildings

benchmark scenarios. A training centre

fire research and the business sector.

ciples are vital in the development of

and fire. The fire brigade in its turn

where international experiences and in-

the subject area.

can train them further into operational

sights can be exchanged, and that has

commanders.

such a high substantive level that the

It is a bit like the chicken and egg story.

construction industry can use it as a re-

There are knowledge gaps everywhere.

The business sector will play an expli-

We start by gathering knowledge and

cit role, both in education and research.

The coordination between buildings

cognisable and valuable resource for all

studying smart joint ventures, and at

Practical experience must be the drive

and fire fighting is crucial. Whatever

fire safety issues.
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Appendix

Figure 1

I. The safety chain

THE SAFETY CHAIN VISUALISED
The effects of fire (damage/casualties) increase over
time. The different links of the safety chain slow down
the effects in specific ways.

Risk
This appendix refines and clarifies the

damage/effect development over time.

safety chain. Definitions are tightened

All this is explained in a damage/effect

up and the damage/effect curve makes

curve. In this visualisation, fire is syno-

the concepts more transparent. This is

nymous with damage or injury. The big-

a summary of more extensive publicati-

ger the fire, the more hazardous. The

ons by the undersigned in professional

difference between flames and a fire

international journals.

is the threat, threat to the direct sur-

In plain English, the safety chain looks

roundings and environment (live and

like this:

property alike), expressed in damage
(pro-action)-Preventing

and/or injury. A fire without threat is

- Containing/mitigating - Preparing -

called flames. Under this vision, flames

Fighting/response

require no measures.

Anticipating

-

Restoring/after

Chance

Effect

Effect/
damage

Repression

Containment
Proactive approach/
prevention

Preparation

The safety chain consists of a number of

care

separate activities or links that each on

Damage/effect curve

© y.e.suurenbroek

their own and in relation to each other
can guarantee a fire safe situation. Con-

A useful concept to approach fire safety

versely: if a fire can spread unusually

in large and complex buildings is the

quickly, it is usually possible - against

safety chain. It is a well-known con-

the light of the safety chain - to quickly

The curve in figure 1 is a reasoning con-

Each phase of the safety chain demands

cept. The key is that the safety chain is

find out where a shortcoming (the wea-

struction whereby the effect or the da-

its own knowledge and experience re-

given a tighter definition and that the

kest link) must be sought. As a chain is

mage of fire is set against time. The dif-

pertoire. That often means that various

‘prevention’ link is made clearer. The

only as strong as its weakest link, this

ferent phases of the safety chain hook

officers are responsible for different as-

difference between prevention and con-

is where the fire safety situation can be

up each in their own respective way.

pects. This of course creates a demand

tainment is essential. A figure shows

improved most effectively.

how the safety chain hooks up with the

Time

for coordination. The integral approach
When the effect of a fire is expressed

takes priority in the safety chain for

in a (imaginary, seeing it is changeable

good reason.

in reality) curve that expresses the damage development over time, it emer-

The top curve represents the unimpe-

ges that the different links of the safety

ded fire (damage) development over

chain hook up to the curve each in their

time, without mitigating/fire-restricting

Proactive approach - Prevention - Containment/mitigation -

own way and that they slow down the

measures, while the lower curve repre-

Preparation - Repression - Aftercare

development of damage in different

sents effective fire-restricting measu-

ways. See the image.

res. The dots indicate when actual re-

The safety chain consists of the following links:

pression/fire fighting starts: the utmost
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left dot with better preparatory facilities

In the case of ‘containment’ or ‘mitiga-

fire (literal prevention), but stopping an

PREPARATION

than the right one.

tion’, the term effect is essential. After

actual fire from spreading any further.

In figure 1: Def. ‘Preparation looks at

all, risk is often defined as the product

Fire containment as an activity of the

the fire brigade, the fire fighting or-

PROACTIVE APPROACH

of the chances of an accident with the

fire brigade assumes a different stock

ganisation, and speeds up and/or im-

The structural elimination of the causes

effects thereof. Not that this multiplica-

of knowledge, a different knowledge re-

proves effective fire fighting. Hooks up

of danger. As a rule, this concerns more

tion benefits anyone, but there you go.

pertoire than fire prevention. After all,

earlier to the curve, further to the left.’

in this case, the dynamic processes of

fundamental, often planning decisions
about whether or not a certain activity

So ‘prevention’ in the sense of ‘preven-

a developing fire must be understood

All measures taken in advance in order

or object can be permitted in a certain

ting something from happening’ is a dif-

and possible to predict.

to speed up or improve the fire fighting

location.

ferent activity than ‘fire containment’.

process. A good insight into the wor-

The fire prevention departments of fire

A good insight into the behaviour of a

kings of and the requirements in actual

PREVENTION:

brigades usually concentrate on both

fire and the dynamic processes of heat,

fire fighting determine the success of

PREVENTING AND CONTAINING

‘fire prevention’ and ‘fire containment’.

flames and smoke, the behaviour of

this field of work.

building materials and constructions

Definition/meaning: the prevention link
actually comprises two different activi-

In practice, a fire is prevented by pre-

in raised temperatures and the beha-

Preparation takes place within the fire

ties. On the one hand we have the li-

venting a fuel source finding an ignition

viour of people in stressful situations

brigade organisation through training,

teral prevention, ‘preventing a fire’. On

source and vice versa (in the ever pre-

all determine the success of this field

operational preparation, and structu-

the other we have ‘mitigating and con-

sence of oxygen, in the built world we

of work. A fire can be contained from a

ring and maintaining an engineering

taining a fire’, or ‘preventing a fire from

are talking about). We are in actual fact

constructional and installation point of

department. Preparation may also in-

spreading’.

talking about keeping the fire triangle

view, using a company emergency res-

clude measures in the object - object

open: make sure that the factors fuel,

ponse team.

preparation - such as dry risers and fire
lifts, or so-called infrastructural prepa-

PREVENTION

temperature and oxygen do not mix

Preventing a fire is the same as ensuring

and you have in principle managed to

Until the fire brigade arrives, fire con-

ration ‘between the fire station and the

that fuel sources and igniters remain se-

prevent a fire (or explosion).

tainment ‘looks’ at the progress of the

object’, e.g. fire wells, prepared mars-

incident and considers the measures

halling areas near water supply points,

Fire containment does not come into

that may slow down the progress of

speed bump-free approach routes.

place until a fire has actually started.

that fire as a physical/chemical pro-

parated. In fire terms: ‘making sure that
the fire triangle remains open’.

cess. Typical examples are sprinklers,

With a view to the big risk of damage

damage/time curve. After all, there is

FIRE CONTAINMENT

compartments and the use of flame re-

and the effect curve, which is steep par-

no fire yet.

All measures that delay the progress of

tardants.

ticularly at the start, complex objects

In Figure 1, this is the area left to the

require a focus on fire prevention and

a developing fire.
In figure 1: Def. ‘Containment looks at

fire containment more than usual. For

ting a fire’, nothing more and nothing

This is the most important work do-

the development of the fire and pushes

those quick at figures: if the risk in res-

less. A pro-active approach may also

main of the fire prevention department

the damage curve downward’.

pect of complex objects has to remain

come under this. Essential in this res-

of the fire brigade. Although, in a strict

the same as with regular objects, and

pect is the term chance.

sense it no longer is about preventing a

the negative effects in complex buil-

Fire prevention literally means ‘preven-
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Appendix

II. Overview of city fires
dings increase, the chances of that effect will have to decrease in order to
keep the risk level.
REPRESSION
The actual fire fighting process from
the moment the alarm is given.
In figure 1: Def. ‘Repression stops damage from developing further and
pulls the damage curve horizontal’.
The English saying ‘the proof of the
pudding is in the eating’ applies to the

Large city fires in the Northern

• City fire of Diksmuide 1333

Netherlands

• City fire of Mechelen 1342

• City fires of Utrecht 1131, 1148,

• City fire of Aalst 1361

• 1173, 1177, 1253, 1279

• City fire of Antwerp 1546

• City fires of Tiel 1136, 1334
• City fire of Zutphen 1284 •
• City fire of Sneek 1295 •

Large city fires in Germany

• City fire of Deventer 1334

• City fires of Paderborn 1058, 1133

• City fire of Amersfoort 1340

• City fire of Cologne 1150

• City fires of Gouda 1361, 1438

• City fires of Lubeck 1157, 1276

• City fires of Schoonhoven 1375, 1518

• City fires of Munster 1127, 1197, 1383

• City fire of Gorinchem 1388

• City fires of Aachen 1225, 1236, 1656

• City fires of Bergen op Zoom 1397, 1444

• City fire of Hamburg 1284

• City fires of ’s-Hertogenbosch 1419, 1463

• City fires of Bremen 1258, 1285, 1340

• City fire of Schiedam 1428

• City fire of Limburg am Lahn 1342

actual fire fighting process: it is only

• City fire of Noordwijk 1450

during an actual fire that the extent to

• City fires of Amsterdam 1452, 1652

which previous links in the safety chain

• City fire of Dordrecht 1457

Large city fires in Switzerland

• City fires of Middelburg 1460, 1492

• City fire of Basle 1417

have worked becomes apparent. The

• City fire of Zierikzee 1466

quality of previous links determines

• City fire of Hoorn 1481
• City fire of Eindhoven 1486

Large city fires in England

• City fires of Hardenberg 1497, 1708

• City fire of Rochester 1130,

• City fire of Harderwijk 1503

• City fire of Lincoln 1123,

The essence of the previous links is re-

• City fires of Enschede 1517, 1750, 1862

• City fire of London 1133,

alised in and by the building.

• City fire of Breda 1534

• City fire of Norwich 1171

• City fire of Delft 1536

• City fires of Canterbury 1178, 1276

• City fires of Roermond 1554, 1665

• City fire of Bury St-Edmunds 1288

AFTERCARE

• City fire of Medemblik 1555

• City fire of Cambridge 1293

All activities aimed at making the emer-

• City fire of Vlaardingen 1574

• City fire of London 1666

whether the repressive organisation
has a reasonable chance of success.

gency service deployable again, inclu-

• City fire of Haarlem 1576

ding (fire) investigation, evaluation and

Large city fires in France

trauma follow-up care (not shown in

Large city fires in the Southern

• City fires of Atrecht 1136, 1189

the figure).

Netherlands

• City fires of Kamerijk 1123, 1129, 1145, 1148

• City fires of Leuven 1055, 1130, 1176

• City fire of Valenciennes 1171

• City fires of Gent 1120, 1128

• City fire of Chartres 1178

• City fire of Bergen 1136

• City fire of Reims 1210

• City fire of Liege 1142

• City fire of Noyon 1293

• City fires of Bruges 1184, 1415
• City fires of Brussels 1236, 1276
• City fire of Ieper 1241
• City fire of Kortrijk 1331
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Appendix

III. Examples of research questions
by the research group

Fire development and feedback to the construction industry

The lecture raises questions and pro-

I have studied the development of fires

vides and delivers arguments. Some

in buildings and the employment and

statements call for political/administra-

effect of countermeasures, made it my

tive or technical changes.

passion and later my profession. The

Fire hazards in complex and subterranean spaces

scientific literature I used is in the lite-

Fire hazards in high-rise buildings

Fire development in buildings of various categories and purposes
Fire hazards in healthcare, hospitals, nursing homes and institutions
Fire hazards in industrial buildings, units and agricultural businesses

Fire in relation to constructive reserves

My views are based on experiences in

rature list. This literature is a generic

consultancy, but particularly and more

approach to the problems and does

Integral fire safety in multi-purpose buildings

interestingly also on factual observati-

not discuss specific experiences. Many

Integral assessment of fire resistance in building materials

ons on the fire ground. The latter are

of the problems can also be seen too

leading in my philosophies. More than

(with the right eyes) on the news or the

twenty years of operational fire fighting

Discovery or National Geographic chan-

experience have given me the opportu-

nels (...).

nity to fight and analyse many hund-

A classic approach to deferring a sub-

reds of fires. These include dozens of

ject matter is calling for ‘further re-

Interaction between fires and buildings

very large fires, many sadly enough

search’. Although research might in-

Construction processes in relation to fire hazards

with fatalities involved.

deed require a lot of time, these days

Fire and forensic Engineering

Making available current knowledge to suppliers, product developers and specialists
Fire in relation to design, construction and management
Making international literature and research results available and accessible
Learning curve, feedback on fire investigation to the construction industry
Fire fighting water supply in a fire safe environment
Fire fighting water supply as a civil engineering and integral hydrologic issue
Effectiveness and costs of fire hydrants

Role, responsibilities and participants in the construction cycle
Hidden, hollow spaces and compartmentalisation

I am in fact hoping for that request.

Fire spreading due to lowered and modular ceilings

On the one hand, we have the building

This lecture is an invite to do just that.

Behaviour of large spans in the event of a fire

object, including its technical systems,

Research results will offer new insights

storage and inventory and, on the

and the building blocks for improving

other, there is the fire that wants to

fire safety in the construction industry.

Hazardous substances and environmental damage caused by fire

consume it. Standing in-between is the

A non-exhaustive list of subject mat-

Role of building materials and insulation materials versus inventory and storage

behaviour of people in the event of a

ters the research group would like to

fire, the actions by the public and the

investigate is listed below.

Company Emergency Response Team
(CERT) ánd the intervention by the fire
brigade.

Behaviour of hybrid constructions in the event of a fire
The role and consequences of fire load in the development of a fire
Construction reserves during development of the fire

Interface management organisation and repressive organisation
Lowered and modular ceilings
System technology and equivalence issues
Wind factor in the built-up environment
Researching effect of risk approach
Fire safe use of buildings
Adjust management to given constructional situation
Effectiveness and practicability of building and fire regulations
Historic lessons on the basis of fire hazards and measures
Evacuation in difficult cases and reduced self-reliance
Teaching other industries including mining and shipbuilding
Research into basic principles and scope of fire models
Relations and agreement snow and fire load
Interface management organisation and repressive organisation
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IV. Sources of inspiration

Curriculum Vitae

The publications below have been a

when considering the issues of fire in

Prof. Ir ing. Ynso E. Suurenbroek FIFireE (1961) first

source of inspiration. The lecture does

buildings. My own publications have of

attended the Institute for Technology (BSc Civil Engineering)

not refer to these publications. With this

course also served as a source for this

and was subsequently trained as a professional fire officer,

list, I try to make clear how the land lies

inaugural.

followed by the Architecture degree (MSc) programme at
Eindhoven University of Technology.

Fire protection Handbook. NFPA (2008)
Building Construction for the Fire Service. F. Brannigan (2008)
Sahara Rapport. Y.E.Suurenbroek Regional Fire Brigades Twente, Friesland, NW Overijssel (2007).

After ten years of experience as a professional fire officer in

Onderzoek Vuurwerkramp. Commissie. Oosting (2001)

The Hague, Groningen and in the offshore industry (Amster-

Onderzoek Volendam. Commissie Alders (2001).
Enclosure Fires. Lars-Göran Bengtsson (2001).
Mission Impossible, Hercules ramp. F. Vos (1997).

dam), he combined his lectureship as assistant professor at the University of Twente
(Underground building & Multiple use of space, Construction Processes, Construc-

Tools for thinking. M. Pidd (1996).

tion Safety) with a part-time job as voluntary and operational fire officer with the

Integrale veiligheidsrapportages 1993, 1997 etc BZK.

Hengelo fire service brigade for more than 12 years. He also lectured Fire Safety

Skyscraper ‘The Making of a building’. Karl Sabbagh (1990).

Engineering at Hanze University of Applied Science in Groningen. In addition, he is

Hoogbouw. Beton of Staal. TU Delft (1990).
The Public Inquiry into the Piper Alpha Disaster. The Honourable Lord Cullen (1990).

an extraordinary member of the Dutch Safety Board, formerly known as the Dutch

Management in the Fire Service. Carter and Rausch (1989).

Transport Safety Board. Furthermore he is Fellow at the Institute of Fire Engineers.

Investigation into the King’s Cross Underground Fire. D.Fennel (1988).
Normal Accidents. C.Perrow (1984).
Great Planning Disasters - Peter Hall (1980).

Apart from the research group, Suurenbroek set up his own consultancy in fire in-

Zen en the Art of Motorcycle maintanance. R. Pirsig (1974).

vestigation and research, specialised in complex buildings and more complicated

Ockham’s razor. William of Ockham (14th century).

organisational and technical issues in the field of fire safety. He links knowledge of

Dutch Safety Board (OvV):
Fire at shipyard De Punt (2009).

the building, infrastructure and oil- and gas industry to fire science and extensive
practical experience in fire fighting.

Theme study into the fire safety of inland shipping passenger vessels (2008).
Fire in an operating room, Twenteborg ziekenhuis, Almelo (2008).
Explosion in a natural gas condensate tank near Nederlandse Aardoliemaatschappij, Warffum (2007).
Fire at a cellblock in Schiphol East Detention Centre (2006).

He is a professor (lector) in Fire Safety at Saxion University of Applied Science since
September 2009.

Safety issues with falling wall panels (2006).
Theme investigation into tanker fires with hazardous substances. Dutch Safety Board (2005).
Fire in the Schiphol Tunnel (2003).
Hercules Disaster Eindhoven. Question time House of Representatives (2002).
Fire on express tram in Weesperplein underground station in Amsterdam (2000).
For historical anecdotes and figures I consulted the Internet, including Wikipedia, in addition to the
sources listed below.
Feuersnot und Flammenschwert: Stadtbrände in der Frühen Neuzeit. (de) Marie Luisa Allemeyer (2007).
Brandstichting, W.A. Bikkers, Rotterdam 1905.
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Notities

What is a ‘lector’
(professor)?
This booklet was published following

able to set up joint multidisciplinary

the inaugural speech by Ynso Suuren-

research lines. The knowledge centre

broek, professor (lector) in Fire Safety.

also has a professional management

For those who are not familiar with the

office. Saxion has the following know-

term ‘lector’, please find a brief intro-

ledge centres:

duction below.
Since 2001, universities of applied

• Care, Wellbeing and Technology

science have had research groups,

• Design and Technology

composed of professors (‘lectors’) and

• Educational Innovation

knowledge teams. They make the con-

• Hospitality Business

nection between education and prac-

• Innovation and Entrepreneurship

tice on socially relevant subjects by

• Living Environment

means of practice-based research.
A research group is led by a professor

The research group for Fire Safety and

(lector) and has professor-researchers

the research groups listed below form

and, when applicable, external experts.

part of the Living Environment Know-

Students also often cooperate in re-

ledge Centre:

search projects within the framework
of their studies.

• Area Development and Law

Research groups develop new know-

• Fire Safety

ledge at a university of applied science

• Governance

and share it with businesses and orga-

• Innovative Entrepreneurship in the

nisations. To that end, they maintain

Construction Industry

partnerships on a local, regional, nati-

• Regional Development

onal and international level.

• Risk Control

At Saxion, the professors (lectors) work

• Sustainable Energy Supply

together in knowledge centres. The

• Sustainable Living Environment

advantage is that the professors are
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